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This thesis examines the significant role of expressionist and minimalist visual 

aesthetics in the construction (irnagery, structuring, laquage) and subsequent 

interpretation of  Sheila Watson's The Double Hook While Shemli Grace's Regressioa 

& Amcalyse lays the gromdwork for a litenry expressionist reading of Watson's novel, 

this snidy elaborates the m i a l  links between literary and painterly expessionism in the 

novel and suggests Watson's critique of the expressionist aesthetic. A reading of the 

rninimalist aesthetic, as both an extension of and an altemative to the expressionist 

reading of the text, ernphasizes the relevance of nonicoaic painterly strategies to the 

novel an& by implication, of altemate foms of spectorship that are demaaded by the 

text. This study ultimately shows how Watson creatively synthesizes these extrema of 

modemist visual aesthetics and asks for the reader's imaginative and cntical engagement 

with the rnodemist arts. 



Nous examinons dans le présent mémoire le ri3le significatif de l'esthdtique 

visuelle expressioniste et minimaliste tant dans la comtfuction-l'imagerie, la structure, 

la langueque dans l'interprétation subdquente du roman The Double Hook de Sbeila 

Watson. Alors que l'Me de Shemll Grace m s s i o n  and Apocalypse prbsentait un 

canevas d'interprétation litthire expressioniste du roman de Watson, nous explorerons 

plutôt les liens fondamentaux entre l'expressionisme littéraire et l'expressionisme 

pictural presénts dens le roman, et an dégagerons la critique que fait l'auteur de 

l'esthktique expressioniste. Une lecture de ['esthtitique minimaliste, qui se veut à la Fois 

extension et alternative A l'interpitation expressioniste du texte, met en lumière la 

pertinence d'adopter des stmt6gies pictufales non iconiques face au roman et, ce faisant, 

illustre les nouvelles formes de réception qu'appelle le texte. Nous montrerons enfin 

comment Watson synthétise ces extrêmes de I'esthétique viswlie moderniste de façon 

créative, amenant le lecteur a s'engager de manikre ii la fois imaginative et critique fat<: 

aux arts modernistes. 
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advice, and, above dl ,  patience. 1 am also gratefbl to Sandra Kahale for her support (in 
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introduction 

Sheila Watson's The Double Hook made its debut with a photographic 

enlargemeut of a 'double-hookY-a literal manifestation of the words-on the covcr. As a 

result of the enlargement process of the ohginai image, Watson said, "al1 the 

imperf'aions of haad work began to show. It looked like quite a smooth hook when you 

held it in your hanci, but as it grew larger and larger you could see al1 these ... perfections? 

Imperfections?'(("What ['m Going To Do" 182). Excited by its questioning of 

'perfection,' she considered the cover to be a "sensitive and creative response to the 

text," and acknowledged it as a 'coneation' ("It's M a t  You Say" 1 67). In addition, the 

cover "makes a handy metaphor for the work of critics, examining and enlarging the tex& 

exposing the 'imperfections' of its knowledge and their own; it invites the co- 

crwitor/critic to be faithful to the text and to make 'something else'" (Rooke 82). 

Although the metaphor is appropriate, the photographic enlargement no longer 

adonis the novel. Instead, the reaâer faces a mal1 reproduction of Jean Dallaire's 

"Chien Appocdyptique": under an Wlfriendly sun, a ravenous dog àrops a bone as a 

reaction to something beyond the M i n g  edge.' The disparaite images-on the one han& 

the found object, the minimal statement, and on the other, the energetic expressionist 

renderiag-conceivably fnune one's teading of the text If one disregards the m a x h  of 

' The inversion-from enlargement to reduction-should be viewed in the context of 
editoriai decisions dictated by a mandate of exhiiiting Canadian art on the covers of the 
New Camiïan h-btacy series and a h  of standaràizing the size of the iIlustmtions across 
the seties. Wbether or not this wver wouid meet with Watson's approval is unknown. 
However, her fnistration with the 'repiOI18jisty interpretation of an interim edition-a 
photopph of a mimim pnaping water-is documented ("It's What You Say" 167). 



aever judging a book by its cover, the juxtaposition of d a c e  appemces illustrates 

different possible aesthetic intqretations of the text I. was motivated to explore these 

images and the idea of two painterly aesthetics-the minirnalist and the expressionist-as 

means of comprehending the text, of 'reading' or 'viewiag' the text, and of elucidating 

some of the textual and thematic problems of the novel. 

Watson's frequently quoted phrase-"If I had something to say, it was going to be 

said in these images"-provides a major impetus for this study ("It's What You Say" 

158). I believe in taking Watson's idea of 'writing' the images litedly: the focus of this 

study will therefore be on the metaphoric and metaphysical implications of both image 

and visual aesthetic as translated into language, and on the correlation of  visual and 

linguistic elements of the text. This ernphasis is, in essence, a critical parallel to 

Watson's assertion of how the "images had, in a mange way, become part of my 

language" ("It's What You Say" l58).' 

The validity of these interartistic cornparisons does, of course, involve more than 

a mere cornparison of the various cover illustrations. One critic, Shemll Grace, has 

engaged the expmsionist reading of the novel as part of a larger study, Reeression & 

A-al-: Studies in Nonh Amencan Litemq Expressionism. Ultimately, 1 would like 

to reveal the inadequacies of this reading and its underlying definition of literary 

expressionism. This  can be accomplished by providing a basic formulation of the 

expt'essionist d e t i c  (and its theoretical unûerpinnings) and, secondy, by a cornparison 

Watson's own interest in painting is documented in ber thesis on Wyadham Lewis and 
in ber founding of White Pelicaa, a jorrmal devoted to literature and the Visual arts. As 
Neuman highlighfs, "Watson amated the extent to which the arts influcnced one 
another" (47). 



of Grace's work to other readings of literary expressionism, such as Walter Sokel's The 

Writer in Extremis: ExDressionisrn in Twentieth Century Ge= Literature, Annin 

Arnold's Prosa des ExDressionimnus, and AP. Dierick's German Expressionist Prose 

Theocy and Practice. This o v e ~ e w  will, in tum, necessitate a discussion of Wiihelm 

Womnger's Abstraction and Emmthy: A Contriiution to the Pwcholoev of Stvle, as his 

theorking gmtly influenced paintea and serves as the basis of the aforementioned 

readings of literary expressionimi. Grace's misreading of Worringer, in conjunction with 

her model's reliance on mimetic aiteria, leaâs her to a questionable interpretation of the 

correlation of the expressionia aesthetic to The Double Hook. W l e  aspects of mimetic 

terminology-in @cular, 'settingY-are indeed worth retaining in this study, a more 

pronomced emphasis on visual expnssionism is necessary to an understanding of the 

corn plex relationship of expressionisrn (both l iterary and visual) to Watson' s novel. 

Un1 i ke the aforementioned studies of literary expressionism. no SC holarly work 

has been devoted to constructing a literary model predicated on the minimalist painterly 

aesthetic. The absence of such a model requires an exploration of how Watson 

transfoms visuai minimalism into a 'wciterly ethics.' I argue that numerous aspects of 

the mi~maiist aesthetic are applicable to a reading of The Double Hook: minimdism's 

noniconic aesthetic is important to an understanding of the novel's structure, the novel's 

coastniction of vision, and the novel's relation to the dominant tormalist aesthetic of 

modernist art. Thcse aspects, or 'presentational' strategies, of minimalism include an 

anay of theoreticai, compositionai, and spectatorial issues: the concepts of reduction, 

immedîacy, matenality, monochromaticism, and enclosure/exclosureSure The mlliimalist 



aesthetic, in opposition to expresstonism's foregrounding of the artist, enables the critic 

to explore the ramifications ofa spectator-driven art and to address the question of where 

meanhg is to be located in the work of art. This concem also figures prominently in 

Francis Colpin's retrospective Minimal Art: The Criticai Perspective. His study 

integrates the many facets of the minimalist aesthetic into a comprehensive and concise 

theoretical o v e ~ e w .  As such, it will be instrumental in establishing the minimalia 

aesthetic's relation to The Double Hook. 

Traces of a painterly vocabulary-ternis such as 'minimal,' 'abstract,' 

'expressionist'-slirface in critical readings of the novel. Yet, with the exception of 

'expressionism' in S h e d  Grace's Reaession & Awcalypse, the limited applications of 

this terminology and its unclear overlap with a literary vocabulary show the need for a 

more comprehensive art-historical, interdisciplinary reading of the text. For Stephen 

Scobie, landscape is depicted in "an almost Cubist mannef' ami, "like a Braque collage, 

the result is both recognizably a landscape and unrnistakably an artifice'' (277). Barbara 

Godard appeals to the idea of the pinter's collage in the context of "Watson's layering 

of diffennt culturai patterns of narrative and languagen (164). Robert Kroetsch, on the 

other han& moves away h m  the language of collage when he describes the novel as the 

ï i e c e s ~  act of decreatioa: the exercise in minimal art" (207): Finaily, George 

Bowering refers to typography and page layout to indicate a correlation of The Double 

Hodr to the spatial arts: "The Canadian literature of 1959 was presented with these pages - 

3 I will address Knietsch's comments in more detail in the chapter on mniimaiism. 



given to an unusual amount of whiteness. The action was seen to be, then, within the 

shape of the page, iudicating that the book is a spatial art, unlike film or music with their 

passive audiences, more lke sculpture or architecture" (21 1). 

If these ideas are indeed applicable to The Double Hook, the question arises as to 

how Watson manoeuvres b e e n  the different modes-minimalist and expressionist-of 

presentation. My aim is to clarify and mengthen the use of a painterly temllnoiogy: a 

more thorough investigation of the theoretical foundations, compositional stnitegies, and 

imagery of minimalism and expressionism is requireû to make these broader claims. 

This approach explores the relevance and boundaries of the competing vocabularies (the 

mimetic and the abstract; noniconic and iconic abstraction) and provides the framework 

for comparing and integrating the various interartistic terminologies of Watson cntics. 

I would argue that the varied redngs of The Double Hook cm be b r d y  

understood as belonging to one of two critical orientations-systematization or 

dacceation-and king concemed with three principal focal points: Coyote, the human 

figures, and genre? These orientations, and the ways in which they inform discussion of 

the three main focal points, have shaped the discourse around The Dwble Hoot A brief 

o v e ~ e w  of  this discourse highlights the extent to which a paintetly vocabulary focused 

This schema responds in some ways to Scobie's categorization of that criticism into two 
'waves.' His nrst wave is devoted to "basic elucidation and mterpretatioa" and to 
mapping the "background of the novel's allusions and image@' (26647); this eaabled a 
subsecpent wave, Whe exploration of more detoileci aspects of the book, and the search 
for new iiisights, new ways to approach its central concemsn (268). His categorizaton 
does not, however, take into account the tensions between the various readings of the 
text One also argue thet it overempbesizes earlier iaterptetations ofthe novel. 



on minimalist and expressionist readings of the text offers an altemate means of 

addressing coatlicting Uiterpretations of The Double Hook. 

What 1 refer to as the "systematizing orientation" in Watson criticism i s  

characterizeâ by a conifort with the notion of Uiscncbhg meanuig(s) into the text Within 

the context of this orientation, critics treat the ideas of redemption, renewal, and 

transformation as definitive occurrences in the text; symbols are seen as fixed rather than 

ambiguous or changing. Systematizing critics read nie Double Hook as a Christian 

allegory (Mitchell) or as detined by elemental and tnuiscendental symbolic structures 

(Morris). One could contend that the systematizing criticism is mythopoeic in its focus, 

and that it emphasizes Watson's use of "mythology as a medium for conelating multiple 

layers of allusion and meaning" (Scobie 263). 

Many readings ofThe Double Hook are, however, at odds with this systematizing 

impulse. ' Decreative' criricimi emphasizes Watson's problematizing of language and 

the difficulties of definition. Critics working within this h e w o r k  (or approach) are 

wary of the reductionism uiherent in systematizing approaches to the novel, and question 

interpretations that posit a 'üansformed' or 'reneweâ' community at the end of the novei. 

For these critics, the text ody hints at possibilities of meaning rather than positing any 

distinct conclusions. Robert Kmetsch, Diane Bessai, Barbpra Godarâ, and Margaret 

Turner, guided by a deconstructionist methocl, focus on the 'uninventing,' the 

'decreating,' and the 'play of possible meaaings7 in The Double Hook, and how these 

possiiilities ïiot ody test but contradict" (Kroetsch 13). 

The teIlSion -11 the systematinng and decotlstfllctionist impulses ulh te ly  



le& to questions of where and how the critic locates meaning (or the absence of 

meaning) in the text Any critic engaghg The Double Hook faes  the difficult task of 

rnanoeuvring between the 'meaning' and the 'non-meaning' appoaches to the te% 

Angela Bowering astutely defines this 'double hook': that of steeriag one's way "between 

the Scylla of appropriation and direction that would affix the vitaiity of the novel's 

irnagery and syntax to a systematized symbology on the one hana and the Charybdis of 

abstract and analytical reading that oveneaches and obliterates the text" (7). In arguing 

the value of an intemtistic reading of The Double Hook, I am conscious that these 

dangers are especially pertinent to the interanistic critic: they point to the hazards of 

allying the text with the aims of either minimalism or expressioaism, or, on the other 

haad, emphasizing the aesthetic at the expense of the te= 

Within these orientations, and outside these orientations as well, critics are 

primady concemed with the aforementiod three aspects of the text: Coyote, the 

human figura, and genre. The first of these focal points allns at elucidating the role of 

Coyote in the text. Here, critics aim to pinpoint the specific indigenous Coyote myth(s) 

which are pertinent to the text. Some cntics propose a folklonc reading, arguing that the 

novel is built on an amalgam of specific folk motifs conceming Coyote (Pwel). Othea 

posit a more universal conception of the trickster figure without reference to a perticular 

myth (Monhnan). Beverly Mitchell's allegoricd reading of the novel emphasizes the 

appropriation of myth and the conception of Coyote as a manifestation of the old 

testament G d  Leslie Monkman, by conûast, addresses the convergence of myths, by 

placing the indigenous üickster figure mthia a Christian fnunewok Similady, George 



Bowering theorizes that Watson amalgamates the indigeaous mythological figure with 

figures tiom other myths, such as the Greek Euros, to consûuct Coyote (213). 

These interpretations indicate, as Bowering points out, how "most of the critics 

have concentrated almost exclusively on the experiences of the creek people, and hardly 

at al1 on the experience of the reader" (2 14). For Bowering, reader, author, and c b c t e r  

are always presented with an outsider's view of Coyote. Kroetsch goes a step m e r ,  

figuratively positing the author as the trickster figwe. In this way, Bowering and 

Kroetsch open up the discursive space in which the critic cm move beyond the 

mythological fmmework and attend to the way Watson uses Coyote as an active 

participant in the inscription of expressionism and minimalism. Watson, 1 will argue, 

uses Coyote both as an impediment to the active visuai participation that is  required of 

the spectator in minimalism and as a means of undermining the validity of regression as a 

response to the expressionist sense of crisis. 

Coyote is not the oniy contentious 'figure' in the text; critics generally dispute the 

cenaality of a figure or group of figures to the text's resolution.' nie dominant reading 

positions James as the center of the action and Felk as the locus of the community's 

spiritual transformation (Scobie, Lennox). The dominant reading of the text can, 

however, be challengd in a number of ways. Dawa Rae Downton, for example, elevates 

the centrality of William and Heiniich to the text's resolution by focusing on the idea of 

1 concm with George Bowecing that the use of the term "figure: as opposed to 
character, effectvely Qwnplays the idea of charocter d its d i s t  underpinnings. in 
addition, Watson berselfuses the word with respect to the 'cbaractets' in her novel. The 
terni "tigure'' m d e s t s  itseff in most art foms, as Bowering indiates, and, as such, 
easily allows one to use the language of peinthg with respect to the novel(189). 



communication and the bearing of messages as the means of renewing the wmmunity. 

Constance Rooke challemges the privileging of the male figuies and proposes a triad of 

women as the source of the comrnunity's transformation: the "visionary" Ara, the 

"practicai" Angel, and Lenchen, 'the deliverer and emancipated mother of us ail" (84). 

I would a h  suggest that Watson's critique of the expressionkt hero (the 

individual as capable of bringing about a transformation of society) asks the reader to 

reconsider readings of the novel that posit James as the agent responsible for bringing 

about the text's resolution 1 suggest that Watson has her figures corne to an 

understanding of their predicament through an understanding of visual relations between 

figure and ground In turtt, the relation of figure to ground, so central to painting, can be 

used to re-evduate (or possibly, to confimi) the role that these figures play in the text's 

resol ution. 

This emphasis on the painterly vocabulary of minimalism and expressionism 

represents a move away fiom the application of mimetic or realist criteria that 

characterize the traditional genre of the novel. Regardless of a painterly vocabulary, 

genre has been a third focal point of critics of The Double Hook. Genre oriented 

criticism can be f ' e r  divided into two camps. The first camp calls into question the 

novel's status as novel. Reading of The Double Hook ofken treat the text as a prose 

poem (Marta, Child, Theail) rather than a novel. Critics of the second camp aim to 

elucidete the play of various sub-genres in the t e m  In this conte* The Double Hook 

may be tead as subvertïng the conventions of the Western (Gnibe, Davidson) or as 

moâeled on îhe stnicnae oftheatrical corne@ (Corben). 



Cntics in both camps dispute the classification of The Double Hookys genre and, 

thereby, the applicability of a genre-specific vocabulary to the te* In this paper, I 

suggea that questions of pneric experimentation cm be usefully reevaluated in light of 

both minimalism and expressionism. For while the minimdist strategy of reductioa asks 

the cntic to attend to the 'essence' of a genre, expressionism C O ~ S ~ O U S ~ Y  invites a 

blming of the distinctions between genres. 

As this bnef survey of Watson cnticism already suggests, a painterly vocabulary 

offers the critic a usefil means of appmaching the conflicting interpretations of 

Double Hook. My objective is to offer such an interartistic reading, and to use that 

reading as a way of understanding the discourse around The Double Hook. Moreover, by 

attending to expressionism and minimalism7 and thereby to two extremes of modemia 

visual art, I aim to situate this study within the modernist context that fasci~ted Watson. 

Given his similar fascination with modernim, Charles Altien's Painterlv 

Abstraction in Modernist Amencan Poetv offers me an interesting way into Watson's 

correlation of image, lmguage, and painting. Altien's aesthetic history traces the 

philosophical and epistemological shifts that enabled modemid abstraction which, in 

turn, changed notions of poetry, identity, and agency. The visual arts, Altieri argues, 

Yfreed the p e t s  From traditionai ideals of descriptive adequacyn (LO) md made it 

possible for an author to locate the semantic force of the work in the 'TotmiOg activity 

itself" (57). By attending to the structuring and syntactical aspects of a text, the critic can 

illustrate how an author transfomis the "painterly roots of MoQmist aesthetics" into a 

%dl wciterly ethics" (Altieri 10). As Mtieri points out, a painter's metbod of 



"composing spatial relations codd allow new conj~~~ctions among the complex attitudes 

langwge can c m ,  and the presence of these conjunctions codd make âemands on the 

composing intelligence that would force it to explore an ethos compaa'ble with the 

powers activateci by the art" (288). 

For the intedstic critic, adapting the language of painterly abstraction to the 

literary medium of The Double Hook necessitates a retum to 

questions about the limits of representation; about the possibility of 

alternative forms of representativeness based on ciististinctive poetic sites; 

anâ, above all, about the intncacies of identification and judgment that 

emerged as poets sought to elaborate the necessary new tems on which to 

propose recomrnendations for their values. (Altien 60) 

Thus, above all, the critic must attend to what Watson's inscription of visual arts into the 

text 'activates' or 'proposes' for the d e r  of The Double ~ o o k . ~  ~odemist art, Altieri 

argues, is able to "reject mimetic structures and still retain extraordinary semantic force 

by relying diredy on the production of exemplary attitudes that an audience might 

project into exh.aartistic concems" (7). 

Critics of The Double Hmk must therefore emphasize "the work's forepunding 

of the mctunng activity of the artia on the one hand posed thematicdly agaiast 

'telling,' or the old script, or a scenic, pictorid art, and on the other hand contiasted to 

Romantic notions of expressive authorial presence" (Altieri 38). Altieri is, in essence, 

6 Watson, as 1 wîil argue, clearly challenges certain inherent limitations of both the 
exprrssionist and minimPlist d e t i c s  m her inscription of these two aesthetics into 
Double Hook. 



asking the critic to examine the current shape of the discourse around The Double Hook 

and to explore the extent to which he or she can speak of Watson's text without recoutse 

to the criteria of ~presentatioaal art that are characteristic of the greater part of Watsm 

criticism. 

Altieri's project is, however, predicated on the study of poetry; structuring 

principies and syntactic relations work Merently in a novel. Indeed, I would argue that 

an author cannot sustain the energies of non-iconic painting (such as minimalism) in a 

representational art fom such as the novel, especially given the substantial limitations 

that noniconic abstraction places on referentiaiity. Watson's inscription of iconic art into 

the text in the form of expressionism suggests that her concerns involve the broader 

dimensions of modernid abstract art. Watson creatively synthesizes the noniconic 

(minimalia) and iconic (expressionist) modes of abstraction in The Double Hook; the 

critic must attend to this synthesis to understand what the text 'proposes.' As I ultimately 

argue, the form of the novel offea Watson the means to explore, challenge, and compare 

these rnoâernist visual aesthetics. 

Watson's exploration of painting calls a for similar engagement with modemist 

visuai art on the part of the Iiterary critic. For, as Altien notes, 

Even when we nui into trouble or think we have reached a limit to the 

analogies, we will fmd out own experience a plausible encorner with the 

pmblems thpt the jmets themselves had to confront, And, more important 

for me, d makes sense for Literary critics, who may not respond to the full 

visual energies of a painting, to employ their own ways of participsting in 



the imaginative life ofpahtings. Even if we miss or distort w b t  would 

engage painters, we might well be following precisely the tnrcks that 

fascinated those whose business is words. (9) 

What is at stake for both the writer and the cntic is an endeavour of the imagination. In 

the context of such an endeavour, painting and aesthetic theory should act not as a 

comtm.int, but ratheer as a vehicle for an imaginative reading of The Double Hook 



RevDiting Expressionism 

Expressionism represented an important stage in the development of modemist 

visual art from both a philosophical and a stylistic standpoint The aesthetic and 

commercial reign of impressionism over the art world was effectively challenged 

Impressioaist represeatation or imitation of extemai reality in art was suppiamed by the 

newfound emphasis on the reality of the artist and expressioaist artistic creation became 

the "projection of the artist's profound seif" (Richard 9). This self was, however, 

vehementiy at odds with the prevailing social and political realities it faced. A profound 

sense of alienation was mirrored in the "distorted," "hgmented," and "violent images of 

humanity" that surfaced on expressionist canvases (Grace 2 1). 

These images radically transfomeci the literary landscape of the early twentieth 

century as well. Expressiontst literature borrowed and profiteci h m  the plastic arts and 

from art history (most notably fiom Wilhelm Womnger's Abstraction and E r n e  A 

Contniution to the Psvcholom of Style). As A.P. Dierick indicates, painting provided the 

expressionist authors with a "mode1 to emulate" (16). Nevertheless, the expressionists 

viewed prose as ultimately "capable of uniting life and art into a synthesis" (Dierick 89). 

Literary expnssionism quiciûy fonndated its own conventions and techniques aside 

from &ose bomwed h m  $nt@. 

An interesting fision of visual and literary expressionism manifests itself in 

Sheüa Watson's The Double Hook. However, the importance of the expressionist 

aesthetic-literary and visuai-to the text is overlooked by Watson's ctitics. The one 



notable exception, Sberrill Grace, attempts to conelate the expressionist aesthetic with 

The Double Hook in Remsion and Awcalpse: Studies in North Amencan Li tew 

Emessionism. Her reaâing of the novel, however, rernains predominantly focused on 

literaty expression. While many aspects of Grace's approach-points of convergence 

between the text and the literary expressionist aesthetic-are significant, the relatiomhip 

between The Double Hook and expressionism is more cornplex than the relationship that 

Grace advocates. The equally significant role that the expressionist visual aesthetic plays 

in The Double Hook needs to be aâdressed In Rnlfition, Watson retains some face& of 

expressionism (both literary and visual) but simultaneously inverts and subverts others. 

Gntce's analysis of The Double Hook nevertheles offers some of the crucial 

tenninology-regession and apocalypse, abstraction and ernpathy-that is needed to 

discuss expressionism. Her appmach serves as a springbard into Watson's more critical 

inscription of expressionism into the novel. 

To define this Canadian novel as expressionist, Grace must first transplant 

expressionism ftom its Germa. context. Expressionism, she argues, moved easily across 

artistic boudaries as a "particula. style, subject-matter, and subjective emotionalism in 

painting, po*, h a ,  fiction, music, dance, and film" (Grace 20). Moreover, as an 

inteidisciplinary and international phenornenon, ucpressionism easily moved across 

borders. In No& Amenca thete emerged a "double variant on the original model, a 

hybrid plant combiaing the essentiai features of the expfe~sioaist vision with the 

indigenous matenals of North Ameficaa life" (Graœ 25). This North Amencan 



variation "suMved its severance fiom active political ideals-as it did in Gemany-by 

concentrating on art, on stylistic expriment, on language as aa end in itself, and on 

pictonal or v e M  abstractionn (Grace 29.' 

Grace reads expfessionist literature (in Gennany and in its North American 

counterpart) as a nsponse to Wilhelm Womnger's 'misunderstanding' of Expressionism. 

Her nading ~ e k s  '30 explain and make sense of the many divergent tendencies-such as 

the contlicting pull towards abstraction and empthy-within what remained an 

essentially representational art" (34). In her efforts to account for these contlicting 

teadencies, Grace shih the focus from the 'psychology of style' and 'artistic volition'- 

so centrai to Woninger-to an emphasis on Gestalt and henneneutics. This shift enables 

Gmce to read expressionism as vacillahg between extrernes of 'tegression' and 

'apocalypse,' which npesent "forma1 and thematic codes for understanding the texts" 

(38). Imspective of medium, she argues, expressionim displays these tensions between 

regression and apocalypse, between representation and abstraction, and "between the 

need to document the ugiiness and dehumankation of bourgeois society... and the desire 

to express the essences of things" (39). These "ambiguities and dichotomies" are "in 

themselves defining qualities of the expressioaist style and vision" (Grace 66). 

Regession represents a "profound yeamhg, a longing to retuni to the distant 

echoes of the animal past, a past free of moral restriction and reStfaint" (Grace 38). At its 

extreme, it articulates a "longing for deathn and '?he profoundly atavistic desire to be 

' Of cour~e, much of moâemist art represents a criticai m a s e  to reaiism, materialism, 
auci a 'stultifying' pssC; ad, in generai, modernist art emphnsizcd stylistic 
u<perimentatiott oid language as an end in itseK 



reunited with primitive. instincatal forces" (Grace 38); in its las  extreme manifestation, 

regcession expresses "a joyful human identification with nature" (Gniçe 38). Its 

mtithesis, the apocalypse, represents a "cataclysmic, purgative destruction tôat should 

lead to regeneration and spiritual rebirdi for mankind as well as the individual" (Grace 

38). Despite varying interpretatiom-"srne secular, some predictive and literal, 0 t h  

altegorical and ethiCat"4race maintains that the expressionist artist "generull'y favours 

the romamic or visionary sense of apocalypse as a secular, allegorical, and ethical ment 

leading to personai growth or transfiguration and s p b ~ l k h g  mie-political upheavais 

that may reveal the hitherto hidden perfection of the wodd" (38). ' 
Expressionist works favouring regcession are "characterized by topoi of inversion, 

whereas the more apocalyptic works exploit topoi of explosion to inscni their vision of 

the world' (Grace 38). Thus, "either the ordinary world of hurnan relations, of cause and 

effect, of d a m e  reaiity is tumed inside-out or upside-down, or else it explodes because 

of some internai confiia or pressure" (Gme 66). In either case our conception of 

nomalcy is displaced, thnist aside by the enrption of a dark vision 

stemming h m  a mythic underwotlâ, a çuppressed trauma, a forgonen yet 

universai, instincnial realm, or by a violent outburst of destructive energy: 

either it is a carnivalesque vision, at once liberating and regressive, or a 

shatterllig, apoeaiyptic one. (Gnice 66) 

As Grace points out, the extremes are often not that f i  a*: either %sion can image 
h m  dtspeir and annihiiation* (39). Mofeover, the arîisîs themselves responded 
ambivaldy to the idea of apocalypse, and the apocalyptical visions "aii too easily tip 
over hto regression wbea the etiergy and h o p  of the fonner are spent anâ the peace of 
iiaself~~~nsciousness or death seem pferable to the bittemess of defeat" (Giace 38). 



In addition to this finidamental tension between regression and apocalypse, 

litecary expressionism, according to Grace, exhibits several other distinguishing 

characteristics. Indeed these features-treatment of character, setting, action and theme, 

abstractiag techniques, and the 'expressionist hero'-form the basis of her subsequent 

texnial analysis of The Double Hook Grace indicates that these features are 

representative of both Gennan Expressionist literature and the North Amencan variant. 

For Gtace, the distance between the two variants diminishes as each of her representative 

authors was "arguably influenced by and demonstrably acquainted with some fonn(s) of 

Gennan Expressionist art" (6). 

Gnice's reading of Watson's novel is, however, severely limited by her model. 

Although her understanding of expressionism, outlined in her introduction, is acute, she 

is often forced to manipulate the shape of the tex& to fit the dimensions of her model. 

Moreover, the reliance on the model often forces her into conaadictions. Grace's 

discussion of James as the expessionist hem is representative of the inteptive 

difficulties that anse fiom her efforts to a p p d  the text to the model: while maintaining 

the presence of the expressionist hem in the novel, she is forced to alter her terminology 

fiom ber0 to rebel (albeit without defining the latter) and ultimately forced to question 

the 'heroic' nature of his actions. 

Grace's analysis of The Double Hook (and the other te- in her larger study) 

relies on simpli-g expfessionism. The apparent u i t y  of expessioaism inherent in 

Grace's reacüng of the movement is fniçtured by other critics. Walter Sdrel's 

chrouological treamimt of expessionism outlines a variety of expressionisms-aaive or 
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rhetorical, activist, messianic, sophisticated, mealist, and cubist In addition, Sokel 

conceived of expressioaism "as a particularly Gennan phenomenon" (2)? Dienck 

emphasizes the variety of artistic responses to the sense of crisis felt by the authors and 

visuai artists to illustrate the diversity of expressionisms. It remains emmely difficult 

to define an expressionist poetics or an expressionist style in a literary text (or even a 

painting for that matter). Literary and paintedy expressionkm incorporate a diversity of 

foms and styles that complicate the attempt to discuss expressionism as categorically as 

Grace does. Amin Arnold's study ofexpressionismdevoted to the problem of inclusion 

and exclusion in the expressionist canon-is a case in point The slightest variation in 

criteria, he argues, raâically alters the shape of this canon. 

Furthemore, when one considers that most critics date the 'death' of 

expressionism to the 19207s, 1 think one wodd be hard pressed to argue that Watson 

wrote a novel dictated solely by a 'defeateà' aesthetic.' Grace is one of the oniy critics to 

give such high p i s e  to a rnovement perceived by other critics to have collapsed under 

the weight of its intemal contradictions. Sokel concludes his own study of German 

expresionist prose with the assertion that 

Gennan expressionisrn sou@ to be two things in one: a revolution of 

poetic fom and vision, and a reformation of human Me. These two aims 

Grace does not p far enough in definhg a North AmerÎcan variation of expessionism. 
1 wodd argue that the &if€ in social context (from Europe to North America-which 
entaiîs IumpiDg Caaada and the United States together) and of temporal con ta  (the 
inclusion of post and p w a r  texts as qmsentative texts) necessitates a radical 
reformuiation of Expessîonisa~ 
4 1 don't betieve that Watson is typicaily 'Cd-' in coming 'late' to e~pressionism~ 
As Once indiCates, Watson diseovered "expressionkt painting as e d y  as 1930" (285). 



were hardly compab%le. As a pan of the stylistic revolution of 

* modernism, Expressionism was too difficdt and recherché to serve its 

didactic and proselyti2irig ambitions; as a Messianic revolt it had to be too 

preachy to form a genuule part of moâernism. The ideal of the 'new man' 

clashed with the ideal of 'the new fom4' and each imerfered with and 

diluted the other. (227) 

Dierick's conclusion is similar "Expressioni~ tragically, ends in contradictions and 

despair, in a mood of resignation and bittemess, paradoxically mirmring the initial 

despair and sense of cnsis which gave rise to it" (27 1 ). 

Problems of categorical definition, chronology, and a diance on literary 

tenninology inherent in Grace's reading of expressionism also cast doubt on her reading 

of The Double Hook as expressionia The more critical relationship between 

expressionisrn and The Double Hook manifests itself in areas outside of her model: in 

imagery and in the relation of painting to text. In addition, a more thorough investigation 

of aspects of literary expressionism-sming in particular-will help ascertain this 

complex relationship baween the text and the expressionist aesthetic. These areas are 

necessary points of inquiry into the applicability of the expressionist dichotomies of 

regression/apocolypse and abstractiodempthy to The Double Hook 

Expressionism is a response to a profound sense of cn*sis (social, aesthetk, 

plitical) experienced by the artists and minoreci Ui the distorted and fiagmented images 

on the canvases. The 'disease' with the wotld is nflected in the absiractive Unpdses 



goveniing the work of art: "if the basic experience is one of catastrophe, it is only to be 

expected thet Expessionist art would break with the tradition which sees art as the 

imitation of nature and which aims for 'realism' understood in ternis of proximity to the 

perceived mode1 in the empirical world" (Dierick 35). Expiessionist art, as Dierick 

points out, "has a two-fold fimction: to express the situation of crisis (through appropriate 

art foms and a valid style) and to attain a solution to that crisis" (46). 

The Double Hook begins with the expressionist sense of crisis and the 

characteristic movernent away h m  d i s m .  Watson adopts the distocteci imagery of the 

expressionist paintea to reflect her characters' dis-ease with the world: a world in which 

Ara feels "death leaking through €tom the centet of the eaah Death nsing to the knee. 

Death rising to the loin* (21). Watson's novel presents a wotld in which "humanity is 

'space shy,' as Worringer would say, living alienated in ignorance and above al1 in fear 

of the environment" (Grace 193). Indeed, this sense of feu is quite pervasive in the 

novel: "Fear making mischiet Laying traps for men. The dog and his servants plaguiag 

the earth. Fear skuiking around. Fear waiking round in the living shape of the dead. No 

stone was big enough, no pile of stoaes, to weigh down f i  (61). 

Redity is sptial1y distorted in the novel to transmit this sense of crisis. Direction 

is dificuit to ascertain with the creek flowing "this way and that" (22) and with r& 

ping "hm this to that" (33); even the hi11 that "led up to the pines ... fell off to nowhere 

on the other side" (33). These images alla to descni the sense of dislocation and 

entrapment that haunts these f i v .  To add to the discornfort of these figures. space is 

closing in on them. Ara looks up ?O see "the raw skia of the sky drawn over chem like a 



sack" (36). 

Watson's use of compression has figures and animals fighting for sppce in a place 

where even the "land was humped to the sky" (53). Felix feels the "edge of the steps cut 

into his flesh" (71). The houads are descni  as Tostiing shoulder to shoulder, tail 

bisecting tail" (24) and with their backs "ctamped agtillst the side of the house" (71). 

Water bmly covers the surlitce of the creek, "hardly up to the ankle" and it continues to 

"dry away" (20). Watson aâds physical and metaphysical 'weight' to cornpress this 

world fiirther. James feels the "weight of clay sheets" on his shoulder (44); Felix's flesh 

is "heavy on his bone, a cumbersome wat folded and creased and sagging at the seams" 

(71-72); Ara saw James's horse and she "felt the weight of nickel plate pulling its heaâ to 

the earth" (35). Even the trees are denied a vertical ascent: a downward momentum 

shoves the cottonwoods "naked into the stone bottom" (35). 

In these images, Watson transposes the imagery and certain techniques of 

expressionist painting to her novel to recreate the expessionist sense of cnsis. This 

pesentation mirron the spatial arrangements of many expressionia paintings. Distortion 

and compression-both reinforcing the sense of anxiety-are prevalent in the painting of 

Die Brücke artists. Like an Erich Heckel psi-nting, Watson's "figures were pressed into 

inadequate spaces, thereby giving an impression of restriction and hampered movement7' 

(Selz 136). By eradicating depth, Watson makes the world of the text appear two- 

dimensionai at times. The expressionist pinters themselves characte~stically dispensed 

with the illusion of a thitd dimension in painting moving away fiom realism, the two- 

âünensioaal medium portrayeâ a styliÿed ~Oldimensioaai worid (Gordon 15). 



The rnovement away from realism inherent in the text7s expressionist imagery is 

reinforceâ by another expressionist technique, that of 'blurring' the distinctions between 

genres. Although Gnice does not recognize this rnerging of genres as expressionist, she 

nevertheless descnks the novet as possessing some "unusual forma1 qualities" (203). 

Grace correctiy asseris that The Double Hook "looks as rnuch like a play as a novel," and 

that its perspective shifts continually in "a manaer remùiiscent of cinematic techniques" 

(203). Aside fiom Watson's obvious borrowing of the 'dramatis persorme' from the 

theatre, there are other significant parailels. The isolation of the community-self- 

containment with no ties to the extemal world-is simila. to the world of the stage 

(Corben 1 15). Even the sun fmctions as a spotlight. The theatncal nature of the work, 

as Corben indicates, allows Watson to achieve "an intense, transcendent quality which 

supports the spiritual and mythological content of the novel effective1 y" ( I I 5). 

Poetry also plays a role in the text's movement away fiom the conventions of 

realist novels. For Godard the "altemating poetry and prose [in the text] fdfills a 

dimrptve function, slowing dom our perception of the text by dernanding changes in 

our pace of reading" (171). As Jan Marta points out, The Double Hook "belongs to a 

genre which challenges form as the distinction between poetry and prosen (44). The 

novel's impact, Marta argues, "derives nom the interactîon and, more significantly, the 

The novel's structure,'' Coibett argues, "is that of classical comedy, concemeû with 
the social relations of a mail communÏty and the troitisformation of that social order from 
the grip of the old regime into a more vital, life-otiented one. The tact that there are 
elements of tragedy contarined in the transformation is quite consistent both with 
Aristotle's definition of comedy and with the wimple of Elizabethan plays of tbat geare" 
(155). Co- dong with George Bowering, stnicairally allies Part IV of the novel with 
the conespoading act in Shakespearean comedy. 



fusion of the two modesn (44). 

Watson's movement among genres-theatre, prose, and poetry-continually 

challenges readerly expectations aad thwatts the flow of the narrative6 This jarring 

intensifies the sense of anxiety that Watson has established with her imagery, distortion, 

and compression. Thus, Watson effdvely fuses literary and painterly techniques to 

move away h m  realism and to establish the sense of crisis that is so central to 

expfessionism. 

Watson then talces this sense of crisis and appropriately embeds it in the family. 

For the expcessionists, the family i s  a primary source of conflict, as the patterns of 

"authority and power in society at large are mirrored in the family cide" (Dierick 132). 

The m g g i e  between the generations is, therefore, central to Expressionist aspirations: 

"A liberation of manlcind can only be achieved by destroying the auhoritarian patterns of 

the family" (Dierick 13 1 -32). While Watson locates conflict in the fmily, she dtimately 

modifies the nature of the expressio~st intergenerational struggles and challenges the 

effectiveness of this conflict as a means of renewing society. 

Even without expressionisrn in mind, Glenn Deer effectively delineates the 

expressionkt conception of generational antagonism in The Double Hook. The "desires 

of the youg are choked by the presence of the olâ" (Deer 36). Mrs. Potter represents the 

p s t ,  or Wtion, that needs to be overthrown (ber 36). The generations, not just those 

of the Potter family, are involved in power stcuggles over the control of Iove and desire 

The idea of The Double Hook as a complex fusion of genres is one rrsponx to the 
genre-oriented cnticism outlined in my introduction. This hisicm oners the critic 
movement between tennin010pie~ appropriate to dl these genres  out posing 
sigpificant limitations. 



(Ber 36). These themes are M e r  tied to utpressio~st çonceptions of cbaracter the 

"etnotions felt by the usurping generation have their genesis in the i d o d - i n  jealousy, 

desire, and fear" (Deer 37): 

Watson pits genedoa against generahon on the first page of The Double Hodr 

She does, however, alter the nature of this confiict. Whereas the expressionist 

intergeneratiod confikt typically pits father agaiast son, the antagonism in the text is 

between the mother and her offspring. The mother, Mn. Potter, is now conceptualized as 

'tyrannical,' a role usually reserved Lr the bourgeois father in expressionism. Watson's 

inversion of the power relations ciearly represents a challenge to the expressionist 

reduction of women '20 their mle as Weib-that is, their sexual role" (Dierick 44). 

Moreover, this inversion is part of a larger pattern in which Watson undoes the 

overtly 'male' nature of expressionism. Not only does Watson eliminate the male 

protagonist and hero fiom her text, she aiso depicts a 'fatherless' community in The 

Double H O O ~ ~  The novel's youih-James, Greta, Kip, Lenchen, and Heùuich-are 

deprived of fathers. The Widow Wagner even conceives of God as the "Father of the 

fatherless" (55)-but even the 'heavenly' father's presence in the community is 

questionable. The elimination of fathers (ad mothers) is necessary for Watson to 

chailenge the expnssio~st supposition of the effectiveness of the intergenerational 

conflict in renewing society. As Deer points out, "the mitigation of this irrational 

Deer's understanding of charader motivation is quite consistent with the expfesstfeSStouist 
CO-on of character. As Grace notes, charactefs act fiom "obscure impulses, 
intense emotiom of jealousy, aager, desk, or despnir" (62). 

Constance Rooke provides an insighthil reading of the novel tbst challenges the 
privileging of male charactea in the appqxiately titled "Women of The Double Hook." 



jealousy, desire and fear cannot be achieved simply by the elimination of the mother" 

(37). The crisis continues. For once youth bes displaced the old, the 'bcorûlict is 

transferred to the level of bmther and sister" (Deer 37). 

Watson plunks these families down in a place which itself "had been dropped 

carelessly wrinkled on the bare floor of the worldn (22)? The figures themselves are 

partidly responsible for creating this 'abstract' environment Stephen Scobie describes a 

landscape which exists "autonomously" and which "is [also] king brought into 

existence: it is a landscape createâ, a landscape perceiveci" (280). Scobie's comments 

about the relatiomhip of figure to ground reinforce the expressionist nature of this 

construction: for as Sokel indicates, "expressionist character is not a fixed individual 

persondity, but the crystallization of psychic forces, modifjing the scene surrounding 

him. Landscapes reflect the emotional situation of the characters" (38). 

The characters find themselves in a hallucinatory environment by vimie of the 

fact that MIS. Potter continually appears to be fishing after her death. The =physical 

world" of The Double Hook is "shifting, insubstantial, unraveling into strangeness and 

absaaction" (Turner, "Fiction, Break, Silence" 67). Moss describes the setting as a 

merger of "animate and inanimate wodds, and of making the real m e a l  and unreai r d "  

(127). A torrentid downpour swings "into the rnouth of the vailey like a web. Strand 

added to sttand" (36). The sky appears to be filled %th adder tongues. With lariats. 

Although setthg is a feature of Gmce's mode4 she &votes more attention to the 
physicai geography of Dog Cceek aad its environs than she does to the fiction worlâ's 
topo&- Nor Qes Grace address the wvel's secwdary settins the tom. A broader 
examination of setting is needed to cal1 into question Grace's omissions and to reved 
how Watson uses setiing to invert Woninger's principles ofabstraction a d  empaîhy- 



With bu11 whips" (36). As Grace points out, the characteristic expressioaist setthgs are 

''usually expressions of a charactet's imermost terrors-an image of the state of his soul- 

or of what the world is actually like beneath its fashionable surfacesn (62-63). Both b. 

Potter and the storm represent metaphors literalized-an extemalization of what is 

"oppressive or feared"-by the other figures in the text (Grace 63). 

Sem'ng and character are, dius, intncately fused Watson advocates this 

figure/ground conflation in her own comments on the text: '%figures in a ground, fiom 

which they could not be separateci" ("What I'm Going To Do" 183). Shirley Neman 

effectively descn'bes this merger: 

Such merging is, in Watson's ternis, violence and madness: this is the 

lesson of the transformation by which the honeysuckle growing outside 

Greta's door bewmes the tangle of honeysuckle on her housecoat that 

threatens to choke Lenchen and, the housecoat soaked in kerosene and lit, 

becornes the purple flowea anthed with flame which consume Greta. 

(46) 

As an extension of the confiation of nature and M e s ,  nature itself appears as a 

body in the text. Landscape and anatomy are interfi: nature is endowed with "bones" 

(21)' 'qat n i  (35), a 'houth" (36)' an "elbow-joint" (46), and "amis" (98). The 

landscape as body, with its bones exposed to the d e d  eye, appean undemourished. 

Nevertheles, it is dive and breathing with the sky hctioning as its lungs: "Lenchen 

wuld hear the breath of it in the pause. The swift indromng. The silence of the 

coatncting muscle" (41). 



Watson turns Worringer's conception of anthropomorphization on its head in The 

Double Hook by depicting nature as a body. For Womnger and the expressionists, 

anthropomorphization in art is liaked to the pole of empathy, to a uaity of man and world 

(Worringer 45-48). By coastrast, a "spiritual âread of space" and a "great imer unrrst 

inspired in man by the phenomena of the outside world" translate into abstractive urges: 

a movement away h m  any form of organic vitality to a strict "exclusion of Iife" in art 

(Womnger 17). in The Double Hook, however, anthropomorphization reinforces the 

figures' sense of an alienation €tom the landscape, rather than indicating a fusion of man 

and environment; the figures' spiritual dread of space does not lead to abstractive urges, 

but to ways of making this landscap more 'human.' Watson's use of the metaphoric 

lmdscape as body (and thereby of life and organic vitality) in the novel clearly represents 

a reversal of Worringer's principles. 

Watson's use of a 'secondacy ' setting, the town, has additional implications for 

the expressionist reading of the novel. Expressionism, as Dienck indicates, is 

predominantly urban in nature and it is characterized by a primary f ~ u s  on "problems 

associated with urban, industnalized, and highly organized contexts, and particularly 

with the nature and hction of the city" (48). More importantly, the expnssionists 

wnstruct a binary opposition between the city and nature. The expressionists depicted 

the urban environment, unlike the naturai worlâ, as a harsh and stagnant environment, 

morally and spirituaily deficient The chaos and violence of the city, rendered most 

effdvely in the paintings of Ludwig Meidner ard Otto Dix, stand in stack contrast to 

the Lushness and tranquiliity of expressionist renderings of the Datural world 



The d i e h g  envitonment of the city leads to the expressionist revolt "against 

the detailed mimetic repmduction of d i t y  and the complementacy materialist 

conception of human beings" (Grace 18). But Watson undertakes ber critique of the 

urban environment, not by moving towards abstraction, but rather, paradoxicatly, towards 

empathy. Unlike the expressionkt artist., Watson presents the 'material world' of the 

tom with descriptive precision rather than with the chantcteristic distortion of this 

rdity. 

Such critique is reserved for the foourth part of novel where, in contrast to the rest 

of the novel, materiality is prominent. In the town, the lanâscape as body literally puts 

on ciothing: in the new setting the lanâscape is defined by the "seams" and "pockets" that 

cover its protmding bones (109). The new dramatis personae offers the reader an 

introâuction to the town and its inhabitants. Unlike the initial dramatis personae, 

however, it delineates the roles that this new set of figures play in the local economy 

rather than the family: store manager, bank manager, clerk, bender,  and garne warden 

(92). James is also defined by his role in the new setting: the text provides an indication 

of his 'net worth' and of his role in the annual "beef sale" (97). 

In çontrast to what George Bowenng calls her "refusal to describe" in earlier 

sections of the novel, Watson emphasizes accureîy in her description of objects and 

events in the t o m  (189). The cans tbat are behind the counter in the shop are 

catalogued: "Behiad him on the shelves crowded tinned meat and pain killer, sent and 

rat poison, rivets and cor& and d s "  (%). Purchases are tallied to the penny. Money is 

counted repeatedly and the dez1omination of each bill given to the reader. Tirne is also 



treated w i i  precision: James hPs ndden for exactly ten houn. He stables his hone at 

"almost three o'clock" (93) which oniy gives him a few minutes to get to the bank He 

withdraws bis swings to p y  for the train, the next step in his escape, that Leaves "some 

minutes past one o'clock" in the morning (99). 

George Bowering considen this section of the novel to be "trifiing" with 

"conventional regional mirnesis" (221). " M W  he argues, "fades in favour of cause- 

and-effect'' and the landscape "becornes somahing against which people are clearly 

marked" (219). Despite the foregrounding of material objects, 1 do not think that the 

novel slips as far into realism as Bowering argues. The matenal landscape (having put 

on clothes) is only an extension of the mythical landscape: Mn. Potter maices an 

appeanuice in the town anci, significantly, on the "arms'' of the river (98). Furthemore, 

spatial distortion of the hiil country manifests itself in the t o m  as well: "Houses and 

sheds in a waste of sand and sagebrush. A crisscross of streets and alleys leaâing out to 

nothing" (92). 

Indeeâ., time and materid objects are dacribed so precisely that the reader must 

question their relevance. in the empty hotel lobby, ' n i e  calendar marked the month. 

The dock the hou. It was quarter to five" (100). The first two sentences, in essence, 

define the function of these objects: calendars exist to mark the months and docks to 

indicate time. The tuial sentence seems to illustrate an understanding of these 

definitions, rather than a testhony to the fact thot quarter to five has any direct relevame 

to the unfoldulg of events. 

Samcs's inevitable return bmeward points to the foilm of empiricism-the 



precision of time, cwrency, materiality-to meet his 'ne&.' James cornes to the 

redization that an individuai's net worth is harâly quantifiable in monetary ternis when 

he sees TmfY counting his newly acquired 'wealth' (1 09). A persons ne& and desires, 

regardes of wealth, are not always reaàily available on the shelves of the general store. 

Pockett, whose name appropriately reinforces his materialist bis, naturally misses the 

irony w k n  he infoms James that ''1 never had the pleasure of meeting your mother al1 

this time. 1 guess she never needed anythng bad enough to corne down" (97). 

Watson's tnatrnent of the urban centet-her emphasis on accmte description and 

time-represents a depamire from her description of the hili country. While Watson uses 

the town to critique the "materialist conception of human beings." she makes it clair that 

there is no intrinsic moral superiority to the hi11 country (Grace 18). Violence and 

insensibility are prevalent in both settings. Watson dismisses the exprwsionist antithesis 

of t o m  and country by emphasizing the fact that these two settings are qualitatively not 

that far apart. The light which "defimd the wortdn and "picked out the shattered rock, 

the bleached and pitted bone" of the hill country defines the town as well: "It would edge 

the empty bottle on Felicia's table, James thought It would lie conpeaied in the 

unwashed plates. It would polish T f l s  head and count the streaked teais under Ldly's 

eyes" (1 26). 

As a juxtaposition of the two settings indicates, Watson collapses the 

expessionist distinctions between the urban and the rural and inverts Worringer7s 

hypothesis of abstraction and empathy in both settings. The tud suggests tht abtraction 

and mimetic representation çaa fimction effcctvely in tandem. Indeed, Watson's limited 



application of mimesis serves to strengthen her abstraction. Despite the inversion of 

expressionist tenets, Watson is able to maintain and reinforce the expressionist sense of  

crisis by emphasizing the qualitative similwities (and the continued presence of violence 

and insensibility) in both settings. 

The persistence of the sense of crisis, I would argue, is in tum liniced to the fact 

that Watson is unwilling to s u b m i  to either regession or apocalypse as a solution to 

this crisis. Grace? on the other han4 considers The Double Hook to be the only novel in 

her study to "cary through the movement fiom violent Aujfhruch to apocalyptiwl 

destruction (and a narrowly missed cegression) ami then on to rebirth and renewai" (208). 

The text, however, offers formidable resistance to a reading of a seamless transition €tom 

Aujbnrch to destruction, and subsequently fmm destruction to renewd.'* In addition, 

the potential for ngression is equally present at the end of the novel as it is at the 

beginning. Watson acknowledges this possibility but uses the tea to illustrate the 

ineffectiveness of a potential regression. She does not ûeat the concept of regression as 

an ideal, but rather as a naive response to crisis. Her resistance to the concept of 

regession mani-fests itself in two forms: in her treatmem of Coyote and in the chaiacters' 

relationships with nature. These two manifestations of resistance incisively address the 

extremities of regression-the longing for death and the joyful identification with mature. 

Grace defines regression, in its less extreme manifestation, as "a joyful human 

identification with nature" (38). For the expiessionists, nature was uncontaminated by 

human intervention and, thenby, purer than the urban environment. But images of death 

'O A more thomugh examination of the rok that the pattern of apocalypse, A@mch, and 
mewai play in The Double Hook d i  follow my discussion of regression 



and containment, aonnally resefved for the urban envitonment in expressionism, abouiid 

in the 'natural' world o f  The Double Hook The birds, an important location of the 

figures' identifications with nature, are invariably ûapped, dornesticated, codred, d o r  

dead James has "pebird ways," accordhg to William (34). He was "like a gay cock 

on the outside in his plaid shirt and studded belt," but inside, %ere's something cooked 

James's fibre. He's more likely white and dry and cnunbling like breast of pheasant" 

(34). Angel relates Greta to an "old hen pheasant ... Never bred Looking for mischiet 

Trying to break up other birds' nests" (54). Lenchen feels "Exposed in the white light 

like a hawk pulled out and pimed up on a barn door for al1 to see" (59). As these 

identifications reveal, the figures in the text are unable to view nature as innocent and 

distinct from destnictive human activity. 

For the expmsionists, regression was a means of escaping the human world to a 

more innocent one. The artists longeci '20 retum to the distant echoes of the animal past" 

(Grace 38). Watson, on the other han& contindly negates entry into this supposeci 

world of innocence: humanity c m  never be innocent, nor cm signifiant hwnan 

interaction be modeled on this fonn of regression. The parrot's mimiay of human speech 

dimpts the boundarïes between humans and animal and makes the reader aware of how 

important speech is to cultural formation. As Tumer nveals, the "usurpation of a human 

faculty by aa animal threatens to undo the structure and meaning of the world: if human 

beings allow the perilous needom of their language to be diminished in this way, they 

will be unrib1e to construct or iohabit any discursive formationn (Imagininn Culture 73). 

In addition to denyiiig her figures a joyfui iâentification with nature, Watson 



paints a pictute of a lanâscape that differs fiom expressionist renderings of nature. 

Watsoa's depiction of the hi11 country-the parched grouad, burnt grass, shallow creeks- 

opposes the lush, rich application of colour in expressionist paintings of the aatural world 

(especidly of Otto Modersohn and Fnuiz Marc). The 'abounding vitality' of the 

expressionist painting stands in stark contrast to the "thin mean place" of The Double 

Hook (58). If figures are depicted in these paintings, they appear tranquil and - 

cornfortable in the thick vegetation of these landscapes. Die Bnïcke painten "unified the 

nude human figure with the landscape. This absorption of the figure into nature was 

carried to a point where bands or feet of the nudes ofien became indistinguishable from 

the smunding foliage" (Selz 9û-99). This tranquillity is  inverteû in the novel: the 

figurdground conflation can only be descnid as violence and rnadness (Neuman 46). 

On one level, Coyote mi& be read as the novel's advocate for the more extreme 

form of regression. The "Coyote's song" extols ''the peace of passivity and death" and 

his language negates the idea of moral tesponsibility (Monkman 67). His regressive 

sentiments are multiple: "ln my mouth is forgetting/ In my darkness is rest" (29); "Happy 

are the dead I for their eyes see no more" (1 15). When Greta commits suicide, or 

'tegresses,' Coyote articulates his victory: "I've taken her where she s t d  / my left hand 

is on her head / my right hand embraces her" (85).' ' Aagel cleariy disappmves of Greta's 

actions: "what sympathy could one have for Greta. Angel'd askd Since Greta never 

thought ofanyone. Not even herself. ûaly what had beea done to her" (54). 

I I  Wbat coLlSfifUfes ngression for one figure might constitute aipocalypse for another. As 
Leslie Monkman indicates, "In the âestruction of Greta's suicide, Are sees new hope for 
an end to the purgatorid uci&ace of the c ~ m m ~ t y "  (67). 



By aligning the forces of regression with the trickster figure-contindly the 

source of his own undoing-Watson m e r  undermines the streagth of regression as a 

response to the expressionist sense of crisis. Coyote's equation of 'darkness' and 'rest' 

is a Faulty pposition. Mrs. Potter, a figure Coyote claims to have put to 'rest,' 

continues to haunt the landscape. Her continuai appearances-"Still the old lady fished" 

(20)-undermine both Coyote's assertions and the idea that regression results in the 

desireâ 'tranquillity. ' 

Nor does the idea of a 'tnckster' fit into the expressionist aesthetic. The aitists 

tended to portray the world as an opposition between good and evi1 and tbey tended to 

"eliminate dl nuances and shades of interpretation" (Dierick 45). Coyote defies the logic 

ofthe absolute: he is simultaneously "giver and negator, creator and destroyer, duper and 

duped" (Bowering 191). The novel commences with the possibility of collective 

regression-"under Coyote's eye"+nly to deny this possibility. Coyote's attempt to 

reassert his dominsnce at the end of the novel-"1 have set his feet on sofi ground / I have 

set his feet on the sioping shoulders / of the world" (134)-is problematic. On the one 

han4 his presence indicates the constant threat of a possible regression; on the other, his 

'sham' has been exposed and the validity of the regressive option is negated. 

The concept of the apocalypse, on the other han& initially appean to resonate in 

The Double Hook The purgative desrnicrion of the apocalypse-murder, bliading, 

suicide-is indeed pesem Yet the text invites questions as to whether this violence is 

strategic, àictated by a coascious desire for renewd, or whether it is indeed random and 

misguided. In an attempt to amver these questions, M d  Davidson raises the issue of 



W. Potter's death. The text, Davidson argues, does not definitively indicate whethet 

her death was an "udortuaate accidentyy or premeditated murder ("Double Hooks" 31). 

James does not have an mswer to his own question of "what he'd really intended to do 

when he'd defieà his mother at the head of the stairs" (98). 

Furthemore, the attai'nment of renewal usually follows an explicit pattern in 

expressionist literatun. The Double Hmk, on the other hanQ pmblematizes this pattern 

of "an abrupt awakening from a previously insensate condition, followed by violent acts 

of cebellion agaiast social constraints in an effort to express the subjective, individuai 

will, and then A-fbruch-the breaking free, deparnue, and search for rebirth" (Grace 

195). Amold Davidson questions the applicability of this pattern to The Double Hook by 

pointing to a substantial misreading of the character of Jarnes-the attniution of agency 

to this figure-on the behalf of other critics. James, rather than initiating this pattern, "let 

himself be carried away and let himself be carried back" (Davidson 72). Glenn Deer 
% 

offea a similar reading: "James actually stumbles from one act to another. puq~~seless 

and blind, unaware of why he does anything at dl,  getting by on pure instincts, luck, and 

some extemal guidancen (32). Ara substantiates these criticsy claims: James, she 

comments, "never in al1 his life had strength enough to set himself agaha things" (123). 

As the "price of his escape lay snug in one of Traffs trowr pockets," one wuld even 

argue that James really did not have much choice in the matter of his retum (109 j. 

As Watson indicatest without art, tradition, and rihial, people are "driven in one 

of two ways, either towards violence or towards insensibility" ( V h t  I'm Goiag To Do" 

183). The persistenœ of both violence and inse~~~libility appear to tlegate the notion of an 



expressionkt adening in the t e a  Indeed, the aovel is practically complete befote 

James questions the motivations for his actions (oniy to find tbat he does not have the 

answer). Angel also casts doubt on Felix's awakening: "I doubt whether he ever h e w  

the difference ôetween w b t  jwt happened and what other people did" (132). As the text 

suggests, Watson dismisses the "sudden and mi raculous" W a n h g  (tramdomation) of 

the expressionists (ûierick 150). For Watson, a more complex notion O€ ritual and 

tradition is required to substantially alter the structure of the community and to eliminate 

violence and insensibility. 

Even if the 'apocalyptic' destruction is considered accidental, the question still 

remains as to whether or not the community is qualitatively trandormed or whether the 

apocalypse bas revealed "the hitherto hidden perfeaon of the world" (Grace 38). Ara 

does indeed have a vision of this transformation: "Now her tired eyes saw water issuing 

from under the burneâ threshold Welling up and flowing Qwn to fil1 the creek. Until 

dry lips drsuik. Until the trees stood knee deep in water" (1 14). In the water, "she saw a 

geat rnultitide of fish, each fish springing mheâ through the slanted light" (1 14). Ara's 

vision does not, however, becorne a reaiity. The lanâscape is not qualitatively altered at 

the end of The Double Hook Ara looks up to see the slry stll "stretched like a tent 

pegged to the bmken rockn (134) anâ Coyote is still up to his mischief as he tnes to 

claim the novel's Iast words. 

Watson rejects the utopian revolution as a tesolution. The text's apocalypse Qes 

not lead to a radical transformation of society, but rather to a percepnial shift and the 

acceptame of lie's 'double hooks.' Commuiial responsibility is required if violence a d  



ùisensibrlity are not to be repeatd Grace also argues that the text moves away fiom the 

prototypicai expressioaist resolution: the "rebirth envisageci in the final tableau of the 

novel is not a transçendence, in either the Christian or Kantian sense, of chthonic forces 

but a reminder that 'a person only escapes in circles no matter how far the rope spins"' 

(209). individuai escapism is the object of Watson's critique: communal respoasibility is 

necessary to break the circular patterns of history (of violence and insensibility repeating 

themselves). 'To regenerate the wilderness," Momss points out, "affirmation and belief, 

awareness and submission, must unite in a transcendent compromise for the gaoâ of the 

community" (9 t ). 

Thus, The Double Hook undemines the possibility of a single figure as the 

source of transformation. The characteristic Superman or New Man of expressionisrn is 

absent from the novel. Watson refuses to privilege the male hem and replaces this figure 

with the community (which one might postulate as the novel's 'collective' protagonist). 

Watson's notion of community (indicateâ in the few comments she made on the novel) 

involves collective ritual as opposed to individual action. Sokel's comments on the 

'myth of the superman' are directly relevant here. This figure, he argues, potentially 

"deprives the work of genius of any red effectiveness, since what is tme of the superman 

cannot be tnie of the \owly mwd, and his thoughts can have no real devance to 

ordinary men" (Sokel 145). l2 

l2 The concept of the hem is pmblematic ia other readhgs of t&e text t well. Davidson 
argues tbat Watson uadoes that "ceatral tautology of the classic Western wbereby the 
Ione h m  proves his menhood which validates his inâepenâence &ch reatRms his 
doneness" (59). Davidson asserts that "Watson pewasively insists îhat the paiadigms of 
the popuiiiu American W m  do mt fit the Canadian West" (59). 



As the text suggesis, Watson is critical of both the expressionist notion of an 

imediate tnuisformation of society anâ, significantly, the individual as the source of 

this transfomation. The Double Hook does not privilege one character "Who can 

experience the different stages of an ordeai aad themby uni@ the patternn (Grace 203- 

204). More importantly, Watson has each move to express the "subjective, individual 

will" in the text end in f~lure: James retums, Greta dies (Grace 195). Grace is 

reluctantly forced to the correct conclusion that "the expressionist position seen in a 

violent assertion of self (lames) or an outbunt of i ~ e r  tonnent (Greta) is inaâequate or 

impotent" (200). 

As the text suggests, aitistic outbursts of inner tonnent are also inadquate. 

Watson makes her reader aware of the insuficiencies of art that is merely self- 

expressive. Watson, I would argue, moves away from an expressio~st use of colour- 

colour which serves solely expressive purposes-in her novel. By contrasf Grace uses the 

depiction of Gretays suicide to r d  Watson's artistry as expressionist. Watson, she 

argues, "mates an image diredy paralleling an expressionist canvas (the green, punple, 

and gold bringing Nolde to rnind), with the aggressive, short strokes of rep ted  

participles and syntadc hgments" (206). Gnice forges an effective and eloquent 

correlation of the text with painting, but she misinterprets Watson's intentions. Watson 

indeed links Greta's outbunt of imer toment with a violent juxtaposition of colours so 

characteristic of expressionist painting. But by aligning Greta's suicidal inaer tonnent 

with the expressioaist use of colour, Watson challenges the validity of extreme self- 

expression in both art and action, This critique is made possiile by the tact that this 



energetic anci explosively colourN image is not characteristic of the text, Textuel 

manifestations of colour are presented predominaatly in isolation and, as such, Watson's 

depiction of Greta's suicide presents a radical depamire from the monochromaticism that 

characterizes the majority of the textL3 

1 wodd argue that the expressionist woodcuts play a more important role for 

watsou I4 They allow Watsan to porhny the expressiouist "distorteci," %gmented;" and 

"violent images of humanity and the world" without having to ciiffuse the important 

interplay of darkness and light with colour (Gtace 2 1 ). Whereas Grace does not forge a 

connection between the expressionist woodcuts and the novel, her reading of the novel 

does substantiate the correlation. Scenes, as Grace points out, succeed each other Ike 

"tableaux. sharply etched in contrasting areas of light and dark" (207). The woodcut, like 

the text, is a balance of absence and presence-what has been literally cut away and what 

remains. The balance of black and white (positive and negative space) constitutes the 

fom of the work: much in the same way that the delicate balance of dadcness and light 

(the negative and positive aspects of life) characterizes the world of the novel. 

Dierick's reading of expresàonist art as a two-fold bction-to "express the 

situation of crisis (through appropriate art foms and a valid style)" and to "attain a 

solution to that cn*sis"-is, as I hope to have revealeâ, an effective approach to the 

expressionist aesthetic and also offers a means ofaddressiag its role in The Double Hook 

- -p - -- - - 

l3 A more substantia! discussion of monochromaticism will k presented in the chapter 
on minimalism. 
l4 I am refisring to the woodcuts of Emst Barlach m parti~u.iar. 



(46). This reading of expressionism, by no means @que to Dierick, bas the added 

benefit of king applicable to both expressionist painting and literature. Thus, it 

effectively allows one to address both painterly and Iiterary expressionism as a means of 

understanding The Double Hook. 

hdeeà, Watson expresses the situation of crisis through signifiant fonns, literary 

and visual, but ultimately questions expressionist solutions to the sense of cnsis (through 

violeat self expression, regression, andot apocalypse). Watson's complex inscription of 

expressio~sm involves the adoption of certain expressionist strategies and concwrently 

offea a metadstic commentary on expressionism. The naive utopian aspirations of the 

apocalypse and equall y impossible 'blissful ' retum to nature are serious l y called into 

question by the text [n addition, Watson exposes the rather arbitrary expressionist 

dichotomies of abstraction/empathy and of cityhature in The Double Hook. 

Ultimately, the text indicates the fact that a cultural apocalypse-the complete 

abolition of tradition-is not necessarily beneficial : unless existing traditions are replaced 

with other viable rituals, violence and insensibility will only be repeated. The 

expressionists firmly believed that the solution to the crisis lay in dismantling every thing 

that carne before them-a complete abolition of prior artistic, political, cultural traditions. 

But even the expressionists overthrow of tradition exists in theory oaly. As ûonald 

Gordon bluatly points out, the 'înost that can be said from a formalist point of Mew is 

that expessioaists were bomwea from other styles of art and that Expressionkt style is 

thus, in this sense, eclectic" (70). Despite their rhetoric, expressionists %sed existing 

f o m  rather then inventing new ones" (Gordon 70). These fonns were not imitated, but 



transfomed by a "process of sirnultaneous acceptance and partial modification or 

rejectionn (Gordon 70). 

Rather than dismiss the tradition of expessionimi, Watson retains the valuable 

core of the aesthetic. 1 have tried to argue that Watson inscnhs expressionism into The 

Double Hook through a similar process of modification, rejection, and simultaneous 

retention of various facets of the aesthetic. The Double Xmk is asking the teader not to 

dismiss the energies of the expressionist expenmentation, but rather to focus on some 

'rniddle-ground' between the expressionist extremes of regression/apocalypse and 

abstractiodernpthy. 

Expressionism is, however, only one component of the nadition of modernist 

visual art. Watson's concern with the broader tradition of modernism manifests itself in 

the inscription of minimalisrn into the novel. My ensuing exposition of minimalism as 

an aitemative aesthetic reading of The Double Hook-one which shifts the focus fiom 

iconic to nontconic modes of abstraction and other means of addressing this sense of 

crisis-will hopefùlly underscore the assertion that expressionism is not the sole 

inteiarristic paradigm usehl for understanding the novel. 



Minimalism and The Double Hook 

As Stephen Scobie indicates, to ''speak of Watson's 'tradition and milieu' is, in 

effect, to speak of the whole culture of modemis, which was obsessed equally by the 

impulse to order and the desire, in Ezra Pound's phrase, to 'make it new'" (26243).  

Within the modemist context, minimalism represents the anti thesis of the expressionist 

aesthetic: whereas expressionism is considered crucial to the early development of 

modernism, minimalism is ofleen conceived of as modemism's 'last stance' as painting; 

minimaiism is thoroughly noniconic in comprison to expressionism's retention of 

iconicity; and finally, the minimalist aesthetic, in opposition to expressionism's 

foregrounding of the artist, enables the cntic to explore the ramifications of a spectator- 

âriven art and the question of where meaning is to be located in the text. Peter 

Schjeldahl concisely articulates the opposition between these two modemist aesthetics as 

a "reversal in the polarity of artistic intention: from the expressed, expressive self of the 

artkt to the effected, effective entity of the art work" (207). 

In addition to the relevance of expressionism to a reaâing of the te* numemus 

aspects of the minimalist aesthetic are applicable to a reading of The Double Hook. 

These minimalist stnitegies, as I indicated eaclier, include an array of theoretical, 

compositional, and p m s  issues. 1 wish to explore how Watson uses the minimaiist 

concepts of reduction, irnmediacy, monochromaticim, and materiality-and their 

ramifications for spectatorship ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~in her novel. As I will suggest, 

Watson's inscription of minimalism into The Double Ho& works on a variety of levels. 



The text asks the reader to entertain the notions of minimalist spectatorship and to 

observe the rninimalist sûucturïng of the wvel. ûn another level, the figures illustrate an 

'enactment' of rninimdism: they act as minimalist spectators in a 'worlâ' of 

monochromatic imagery. 

mile  Watson does not invert and subvert the minimalist aesthetic (as I have 

argued she does with the expresàonist aesthetic), she nevertheless injects into the 

nanative of The Double Hook an exposition of the limitations of minimalism: the 

minimalist artists' unwillingness to accept metaphoncity or any other fom of 

spectatorship beyond that wbich the artists prescribe for their viewers. It appears that 

Watson treats minimalism only as a precmt to more meaningfbl art fonns, and not, like 

the visual artists, as an end in itself. As I hope to reveal, Watson's questionhg of an 

aesthetic (either minimalim or expressionism) is always as important to the text as her 

inscription of this aesthetic. 

Furthemore, the inscription of a painterly aesthetic into any given verbitl tex& 

such as The Double Ho& is always contingent on one's definition of the aesthetic. The 

inherent difficdty in this act of definition, as 1 experienced in relation to expressionism, 

recurs with respect to minimalism. Gregory Battcock's Minimal Art: A Cntical 

Antholoqy illustrates the profouad diffusion of ideas and articulations of the minimalist 

aesthetic.' In addition to the myriad of critical Uiterpretations of minimalisni, the 

movement's practitioners were coacurrentiy avid 'theorizers' of theu own w o k  Thus, 

Despite the numerous articles aad positions to k found in art j o d s ,  there are 
surprisingly few larger critical works and anthologies avalable on the movswat as a 
whole. Scholarship devoted to a specinc artïst or to a prti~uiar facet of the aesthetic is 
however d y  avaiIaôIe. 



canoaization of minimalist works is problematized by the abundant md wnflicting 

voices of the critics and d s t s .  The minimalist canon, as Edward Stnckiand argues, "is 

itself reduced to minimal fonn, if not erased, by a rigor of categories that exceeds the 

technical rigor of the art" (8). Virtually every painter, Strickiand continues, has "been 

explaiwd as not really minimalist on some grounds or other (Newman's rhetonc, 

Reinhardt's temporality, Kelly's chroma, Martin's personal touch, Ryman's painterliness, 

Marden's intuitive process, Tuttle's fundamentally pst-Mulinimalist sensibility)" (8). 

Francis Colpitt quite readily acknowledges the problematic nature of constmcting 

a capital 'M' minimalism. Instead of attempting to defue the aesthetic rigidly, Colpitt 

a s ~ e l y  emphasizes various points of entry into the minimaiid aesthetic. Colpitt's 

analysis works through minimalism from the concrete (physical materiality) to the 

theoretical and philosophical dimensions of the movement This approach is quite 

successful in synthesizing the prolific array of voices into a comprehensive o v e ~ e w  

which, one might argue. is contingent on the retrospective nature of the study. 

Given the snidy's depth (both scholarly and with respect to its inclusiveness of 

relevant issues), Colpitt's work provides a solid foundation for the interartisàc 

cornparison I want to punue. Indeed, 1 think the interartistic critic wouid benefit fiom 

adopting a similar mtegy to diat of Coipitt Rather than attempting to categorically 

define Watson's novel as miairnalist, I will explore various dimensions of the minimalist 

M c ,  beginning with the concept of reduction, as points of entry into The Double 

Hmk 



Reduction 

Reduction was the quintessentiai element of the minirnalist movement, as the 

appellation c'minimaiism" made reaâily apparent This reductive thrust represented a 

continuation of Clement Greenberg's 'law of modemism,' which stated that We 

conventions not essential to the viability of a meûiurn be discarded as soon as they are 

recognkd" (qtd in Colpitt 1 13). Minirnalism, for many, codtuted the terminus of 

Greenberg's law painting could no longer be reduced without losing its status as 

painting. Despite resistance to the idea of reduction as a historical process-Greenberg's 

dominance was often challenged-and reticence in labeling their works reductive, most 

painten "agreed to an interest in what was essential mther than inessential in art" 

(Colpitt 10 1). Furthemore, the works themselves indicated that "the intellectually 

clearest, most practical, and formally economical means did tend to prevail" (Colpitt 

1 16). 

Thus, minimalisrn entailed a retum to basics in an attempt to ceanalyze colour, 

surface, and structure. The predominant features of conventional painting-"intemal 

formal relationships, illusionism, representation, and narrative content, gesture, and 

inflection"-were removeci fiom the works of art (Colpitt 1 15). What remained was a 

variation and combination of interdependent basic elements that constituteû the woik of 

art. "Simplification or reduction," as Colpitt reminds us, were "concepual, as opposed 

to literal descriptions of process,'' since "physicai labor or handicrrtA" were bai& the 

point (1 15). 

The appearance, both texaial d physicai, of The Double Hwk is clearly the 



product ofa reductive thnist. Reduction, in this context, implies the 'essentialization' of 

certain elements of textuai production-plot, character development, theme, açtioa, and 

setting-that shape and define the genre of the 'novel.' The reductive process forces the 

reader to question what is essential or, inversely, what is inessential to the genre (if we 

try and extend Greenberg's law to the literaiy medium). A variety of other critical voices 

delineate the rcductionism at worlr, albeit without any relationship to the minimaikt 

aesthetic. More irnportantly, Watson's own statements help substantiate the reductionist 

reading of The Double Hook. 

To create this 'object,' Watson felt that it was necessary to etadiaite the haces of 

authorship: "somehow or other 1 had to get the authorial voice out of the novel for it to 

say what 1 wanted it to say. 1 didn't want a voice ialking about something" ("It's What 

You Say" 158). Watson's desire for anonymity and movement away fiom the 

'subjective' voice is distinctiy minimatist: "I've wanteâ the page to speak for itself' ("lt's 

What You Say" 167). As Watson points out, this desire manifests itself in the physical 

dimensions of the work: "In designing the original cover Frank Newfeld had drawn 

attention to the title not to my name. He knew 1 wanted to disappear ffom the book" 

("It's What You Say" 167). 

The dominance of the "Victorian prototype" of the novel in Canadian fiction of 

the first half of this century is invoked by Robert K r m h  to indicate Watson's depamire 

h m  this model. ReganNess of content in this earlier fiction, Kmetsch argues, "Concepts 

of chmcter, theme, settllig and structure denve from the great models of the nineteenth 

century" (207). The author a d h e ~ g  to this prototype of the novel is "not creator but 



cnated-by genre, histoiy, convention" (Kroetsch 206). The "mie enemies of the novel" 

and of the bbcreatot," Kroetsch argues, are the conventional aspects of literruy production: 

"plot, character, setting, and theme" (207). Watson's writiag against convention and 

history (which is equatable with reduction) entitles her to the desirad statu of creator. 

Once Watson abandons these "enemies of the novel:' Krwtsch argues, her sole emphasis 

becornes the "totality of vision or structure" Ehat remains in the novel (207). Kroetsch 

therefore considen The Double Hook to be the "necessary act of decreation: the exercise 

in minimal art: the writing of the s k i ~ y  novel" (207). 

Watson's statements do indeed reinforce Kroetsch's ideas. Watson articulates her 

resistance to traditional conceptions of character: "1 wasn't thinking of these figures, or 

whatever one calls them, as characters in the conventional sense" ("It's What You Say" 

158). She also formulates a similar resistance to setting: the desire to "get away fiom an 

idea of setting" ("It's What You Say" 159). Conventional notions of setting are indeed 

absent €tom the novel. Geographically and temporally the novel remains in the abstract 

(as opposed to 'concrete'). Scobie accurately points out that the reader is offered "not so 

much a landscape as the stgns ofa lan&capen (277). 

In addition, Watson acknowiedges her aims of writing against regionalism- 

against a 'referentiality' of place-that is typical of much of Canadian literature. Watson 

aimed af and succeeded in, avoidîng %e trap of regionalism as that term is understood" 

("It's What You Say" 167). In the movement away from referentiality and regionaiism, 

Watson did not construct The Double Hook as "'an ethnic novel-not a novel about 

Indiam or any other deprived group" ("Tt's What You Say" 159). Rather, she desaicbes 



ber aim of writing a "aovel about a number of people who had no ability to communicate 

because they had found little to replace the myths and ntuals which rnight have bomd 

them togethe?' ("It's What You Say" 159). 

Margaret Tumer relates this sense of redwtion of referentiality to the larger body 

of Canadian literature: Watson, she argues, bbavoids the distinct historical and social 

framework to which the Canadian imagination is SQ often 1 4  and the public language 

so frequently usedn ("Fiction, Break, Silence" 77). As Neuman adds, Watson "refused to 

exploit any detail of speech, landscape or custorn for its 'local colour'" (47).2 1 would 

agree with Margaret Turner's assertion that b'Watson's language is not referentiai, but 

with it she creates a world that was not previously visible and that cannot usually be seen 

in Canada or in Canadian literature" ("Fiction, Break, Silence" 77). 

Referentiality is inded quite drastically reduced But unlike paint, words have 

no choice but to refer: in the context of a novel, the concept of reduction cannot be 

exercised to the same degree that is available to the pinter. Flahiff nevertheless points 

to Watson's efforts to limit, or reduce, referentiality in the final ciraft of the novel: ''the 

narne of a cow, the ~ r p e  of chair Ara and William have in their parlour, the pieces played 

by FelUr on his fiddle" (Flahiff 122). As these narnes served merely descriptive purposes, 

and could thereby be considered 'inessential,' Watson dispenses with them in the final 

dra. of the novel. 

Thus, description-which might semiotically equate with 'ges~ire' or 'iafiection' 

in painting-is, necessady, dso rninimized. Scobie concisely argues that it is "not so 

The "kimùLUuiic busixs,'' as Oodud points out, are the one possible exception (168). 



much descriptionn tbat Watson presents, but rather ' s e  semiotic conventions of 

description reduced to their most basic foms" (277). Like the minimalist, Watson 

renders description ''in its essentiaiist tenns, its %are bones'" (Scobie 277). ui the text, 

we are le€t with a language devoid of linguistic 'flourishes'-the veibiil economy of the 

text minors the physical austerity of the canvas. Essentialist art requires, as Moss 

indicates, that Watson eliminate "dl emotions, feelings, and details extranemus to her 

purpose" (1 24). 

Watson's reductive thnist is quite successful, as The Double Hook clearly 

questions the 'essence' of a novel. Kroetsch asks whether it is "possible to define a 

Canadian novel, not in tenns of content, but in ternis of structure or f o d  (208)-a 

question he tries to answer by minimizing content (for he can't quite avoid discussing it). 

As mentioned in the introduction, many critics read The Double Hook not as a novel, but 

as a prose-poem. Watson, in her elusive manner, is also wiwilling to categorize her 

work: "k has been said that techaically it is not a novel and pertiaps it isn't. It is a 

narrative structure of some kind" ("It's What You Say" 166). Moss offers a similar 

interpretation: "Because of the musual fom of Mrs. Watson's novel-for I would persist 

in calling it ba t4  am inclined to consider it primarily as a structural unit within the 

context of my discussion and forego esoteric interpretations of meaning beyond what is 

implicitly revealed in such an appnwch" (169). 

Colorr & Mmocbmmatic Painting 

The minimalist artist's use of colour can be considenxi an extension of the 



reductive process, although it is always treated as distinct from reduction by art 

historiens. Watson's particular use of monochromaticism in The Double Hook suggests 

that the cntic of the novel treat colour as a seprate issue ftom reduction. In addition, it 

is worth considering Watsoa's application of monochromatic strategis as an extension 

of her resistance to the expressionist artist's use of colour for distinctly expressive 

puPo=. 

Unlike expressionist anists, colours were not selected for decorative, expressive, 

or symbolic purposes by minimalkt artists. Rather, colour was "an integral aspect of 

formal definition" (Colpitt 29). A single color always identified "a single shape, element 

or mrface," as this "self-imposed restriction" promoted the "articulation of fom" 

(Colpitt 28). This structurnl use of colour stemmed from a desire to make the work 

appear "inevitably colored, mimaginable without its piimcular hue" (Colpitt 26). In 

opposition, colour contmt, or the division of a surface by multiple colours, disnipted the 

"unity of the object" and 'fiacnired' the form (Colpitt 28). Colour dm tended to be 

'neuaal' to limit the possibility of "naturai or emotionai associations;" altematively 

stateâ, colour was chosen for its resistance to interpretatioa (Colpitt 29). Yet, many 

minimalists resisted these idees about colour in their work. Colpitt is forced to 

acknowledge the fpct that certain paintes such as Robert Maagold and Brice Marden 

intentionally employed colour because of its 'ailusive' properties. 

It is worth pointhg out, as Weady Steiner does, tbat one of the perils of 

interartistîc çriticism is the poblernatic nature of direct paiallels. Colour, for example, 

carries more semantic signincance in the language of peintiag than it Qes in the 



language of mithg Nevertheless, manXestations of colour in the novel aùhere to the 

non-decorative and non-expressive purposes of the minimalist artists. Colour is always 

pesented as absolute: shades of a colour-something which we might associate with a 

p i s i o n  of description-never appear in the text Expressive manifestations of colour 

exist only to make us question their validity. As mentioned in the expressionist reading 

of the novef, Gnta's suicide scene is inûicately fused with exploding colour watrasts. 

One rnight compare The Double Hook to "And the Four Animais," where colour is 

ineinsic to the construction of landscape: "The fmthills slept Over theu yellow limbs 

the blue sky crouched Only a fiigitive green suggested life which claimeci kinship with 

both and aclcnowledged kinship with aeither" ("And the Four Animais" 73). This violent 

juxtaposition of colour in the depiction of lanâscape in the short story has not been 

carrieci over to The Double Hook. Watson presents a world where colour aimost aiways 

appears in isolation-altemating between monochromatic fields of black and white. 

When minimalist painting was not entirely monochromatic, it was "generally 

cornposeci of close-valued hues" or "'single color panels in multi-panel configuration" 

(Colpitt 30). This colour constnrction carries over to the novel. in The Double Hook 

there are numerous examples of ligbt on light, of yellow on yellow, or of a combination 

of the two. The hounds appear as "yellow foms in yellow sunlight" and Traff"s yellow 

head "gleams in the lamplight" (1 06). James is alsa in a 'yellow phase.' He shi& his 

attention nom Lenchen to T d f  and txtck again James is conscious of the reasons for his 

attraction to TrafE he "knew then why he was drawn to TrafX. It was the cap of hair, 

snaigbt and thick d yellow as Lenchen'sn (106). 



As mentioned, a formal oscillation between daricness and light pervades the 

novel-two moaochn,matic fields that resist each other. Nicolas Calas's intetptetation of 

the biaary division between black and white across a series of Bmett Newman's work-a 

division that is related to seeing and not-seeing and a sense of dislocation (or being out of 

place)-seems equaily applicable to The Double Hook. "Suspended between life and 

death," Calas argues, "is an experience that can be communicated to others in ternis of an 

insoluble black and white contradiction" (1 14). In the world where the painter (or, in this 

case, character in the novel) feels "out of place," everything has to be "reduced to an 

immediacy felt in the tension between lines and planes, raw canvas andor white and 

black surfaces" (Caias 114). Life, in the novel, encompasses an understanding of these 

planes of absolute colour, of how to corne to terms with the tensions between the 

darkness and light 

Immdiacy 

Caias importantly invokes the idea of 'immediacy' in his discussion of the 

tensions between monochromatic planes. Indeed, immediacy was the logical outcorne of 

the reductive proces: "the impact on the spectator was more immediate as fewer details 

were presented for scrutiny" (Colpitt 47). Sheldon Nodelman illustrates the fact that 

immediacy-"a single, immediately graspable principle of anangement?-resuited h m  

?he coincidence of image and shape" (Colpitt 94). The minimalist "work that cannot be 

read directionally hi& the spectator wholly and at once, requiriag no Kantian 'spatial and 

temporai ordering in the imagination'" (Colpitt 47). Robert Mengold, an d s t  mther 



than critic, reiterates these sentiments: "What interests me about flat images is the fact 

that you receive ail the informatio m.. at once ... Somehow, in one snapstiot you can get dl 

the information that the painting has to give7' (qtd in Colpitt 94). nius, a central thesis 

of minimaiism was the c'instantaneousness of the Gestalt" (Colpitt 97). Fonn wds 

"completely given at once. What unfolds in time is the experience: a series of changing 

perceptive states based on the relationship of the viewer's body to the object" (Colpitt 

97). 

In The Dwble Hook, Watson's emphasis on the 'presentness' of the figures' 

predicament augments the sense of immediacy (and of urgency) for both the reader and 

the figures within the text The figures feel 'trapped' in the world of the present without 

a sense of their future or past. James tries "to get away. To bolt noisily and Molently out 

of the present" and to "attach himself to another life which moved at a different rhythm," 

only to discover that this is not possible (91). As Flahiff indicates, the characters "have 

no alternative but to be in their time and place" (125). Watson, as an extension of her 

reductive thnist, eliminated the "scraps of personal and family history and the details of 

national and racial origins by which the characters sought to locate and understand 

themselves" (Flahiff 123). In Flahiff s words, Watson 

"moved agakt such guarantees that are provided by possibility and 

cat(suIity and memory in order more fully to realize tbat spareness and 

immediacy that corne to characters when they have no alternative but to 

be in theu time and place-when they are characters who have no history 

opoit fiwi the experience of their readers. (125) 



Tirne is of less importance than the hunediate spatial relationships between the figures: 

time is "inelevant except as a necessary context" (Moss 187). The text, by denyiag the 

possible escape h m  tirne. proposes that the solution to this threatening imrnediacy enW 

a re-conceptualization of spatial arrangements. 

While the process of &g necessarily imfolds in thne, Watson aevertheless 

a h  to capture this sense of immediacy and gestalt. On the grammatical level, Watson 

dispenses with conjunctions (a grammatical unit whose firnction it is to relate) to keep 

the sentence to the minimum. She ofien reduces the sentence, the fiutdamental building 

block of the novel, to its minimal construction, that of subject-preâicate. and ofien offers 

only sentence fragments to her reader. Deer points to a significmt factor of the language 

of the text: T h e  @ect of these [sentence] hgments is the unnatural isolation of the 

verbal element, the act, as it hovers mttached to the agent" (Deer 27). Watson clearly 

prefen simultaneity to sequentiality, as it reinforces the 'presentness' of the novel. 

Indeed, reading becomes more immediate as relations are dispensed with: 'The plate on 

the table. The knife. The fork. The kettle boiling on the stove" (55). 

In addition, the spatial configuration (the shape or fom) of the community is 

given almost before the reaàing process actually begins. For the reader of The Double 

Hook, the opening lines of the novel define the limits of the universe by a literal list of its 

inhabitants, and by a "vîsual typography that abnipuy circumscni the personal 

relatiomhips it contai&' (Momss 56). This framing device is not an isolated 

occwrence. lames's entry into town-a new community with a distinct sbpe or fom- 

also nqriires its own roster. The emphasis that Watson attniutes to the matend 



relationships in this subsequent roster indicates that the town is quplitatively different 

from the community. Again, these ciifferences between settings an given prior to the 

reader's excursion into new territories by vimie of the dramatis personae that precedes 

one's entmce into the temtory. 

The image of the double hmk which structures the work is shilarly 'given to the 

eye' in earIier editions of the novel. The premtation of this visual image and text in 

Double Hook is almost emblematic in nature. in the earlier editions of the book, the 

illustration of a double hook occupies rnuch of the cover. The reader is also pesented 

with this image before each part and each e p i d e  of the novel: the novel itself may be 

considered textual gloss, as it continually reinforces the message of life as a double hook. 

One could easily argue that in the wvel's quest for immediacy the presentation of theme 

is aven prior to rather than ascertained during the reading process: What unfolds in 

time is the experience" (Colpitt 97). The hquentiy invoked epigraph provides a rather 

definitive interpretation of the double hook: "That when you / fish for the glory / you 

catch the / darhess too" (17); an4 by doubling the d e ,  That if you hook I twice the 

gîory / you hook / hvice the fear" (17). This epigraph (presented as prose in the onguial 

edition) is, however, a source of contention for many critics, as it was appended to the 

text as an ednonal decision rather than a conscious decision by the author. Nevertheless, 

its existence irnrnediately frames one's reading of the text 

Materiiüty and the Mlnimdist Readymade 

As a discussioa of reduction, monochnomaticism. aad immediacy reveals, 



minimalist artists-in stark contrsst to expressionists-oped for clarity, simplicity, ond 

formal economy in their work. In a conscious effort to M e r  avoid expressionism, 

minimalist artists chose matenals that made theu works appar anonymous. For this 

purpose, commercial, industrial, a d o r  prefabncated materiais (readymades) were 

avidly employed uidu~tri*al materials were important to the artists as they coatnbuted to 

the "sheet abstractness or nonreferential quality of the objects" (Colpitt 11). Anonymity 

was M e r  reinforced by the fm that the a~tists' interaction with materials was often 

"more a case of tramference than transformance" (Colpitt 9). Thus, anonyrnity was 

paradoxicaily the outcome of the d n ' s  complete control over the matenal (Colpitt 8). 

Whereas expmsio~sm tended to locate meaning in each artist's unique language 

or unique manipulation of materials (each artist's respow to the sense of crisis), 

minimalism aspirai to move away from this interpretation of the work and treatment of 

material. Rather, rninimaiist painters broke with the 'hotion of private language" as "the 

core of their enterprise" (Zelevansky 8). The readymade provided minirnalism with the 

means to resist a private language: these objects were neither unique, nor did they require 

the artkt to manipulate the materiai. As Kenneth Baker indicates, these artists often 

exhibited works tbat were "indistinguishable (or al1 but) from raw materials or found 

objects, that is, miaimally differentiated fiorn mere non-art stuff" (9). The anist's 

intentions were often, like those of Marcel Duchamp, to rtirow into relief the percephial 

and institutional ternis of art's validation" (Baker 9)? indeed, if matenals were to "mean 

anything," it was CTiinction or utilityn (Colpitt 10). 

-- 

Baker pualines his -ment by pointing to the fm that "not evecyone is willing or able 
to see h s e  ternis laid bate* (9)- 



For Watson, the cliché is one of language's versions of the 'readpade. ' Shirley 

Neman and Barbara Godard articulate the centrality of the cliché in The Double Hook. 

For Godard, The Double Hook encompasses "an inventory of ritual ways of expression 

detached fiom their ongittai emotional and spirituai meaning" (164). For the figures in 

the novel, the "hgments of experieace" have "hardeneci into cliché, have become 

mechanical gestures and taken on a siniser aspect'' (Godard 160).' Tumer adopts a 

similar position on the language of the text: "The clichés that saved both face and tirne 

when common meanings were understood aow dam: they obstruct human 

communication and drive people M e r  into themselves and silence" ("Fiction, Break, 

Silence" 75). Godard achowledges the larger ramifications of Watson's use of the 

cliché. Watson examines the "generally stereotyped nature" of language in an attempt to 

find "words with more potential as vehicles of meaning" (Godard 167). As Godard 

points out, one of "Watson's aims is to try to ignite some of the fossilized psychic energy 

to be found in the cliché" (164). 

Neuman also emphasizes Watson's "alertness to the original Force of the cliché 

and allusion: that thoughtfiilness, that alertness, [which] recharges the expression with 

meaaing As womout a p h  as to be fuhingfor fisformation, clues. omerss), in 

Watson's use, symbolically structures a novel" (49). Felix fishes for his own dimet 

while Mrs. Potter fishes "for something she'd never f o d  (20). At the end of the novel, 

4 Godard ties the use of clichés to the tevitalivrtion and establishment of women's 
language: "fiom Stein too cornes reinfimement for Watson's awareness of bpoliticai 
space.' The 'anarchic breaking up and rebuilding of sieepy fhliar words and phrases' 
is a d t  less of time thpn ofspace, origiaoting in her acide sense of 'WOEUUI'S paiticular 
(alienated) way of seeing'" (163). 



the cliché is Wormed:  it is now Felix, and not Mrs. Potter, "moving 'dom the creek a 

Little,' 'play[hg] his Iine'" (Neuman 49). His motivation for fishing bas also aitered: 

"When a house is full of women and childre n..a man bas to get something for their 

mouths" (133). Neumaa appropriately points out that Felix's words are another cliché, 

"but one transfomed and revitalized by the events of the novel and the reassembled 

c o m d t y "  (49). As Neuman c o m t l y  concludes, 

As Watson's cbaracters and her plot expand on the original force of the 

clichés in which they speak, the d e r  becornes aware once again of 

meaning even where it seems most faded in the language. Recovery of 

meaning through the 'mediating rituai' of language represents, in al1 of 

Watson's writing, recovery of our human sensibility. (49) 

Thus, meaning does not Iie within the clichés themselves, but in the interaction of 

the figures with the language ofclichés. The clichés, as both Neurnan and Godard point 

out, lack resonaace in the tom. For Neuman, The Widow's 'Dear G d  or Paddy's 

'Dnnks al1 round' remain cliché; they never achieve that 'mythic transformation' which 

would revitaîize them" (49)? Godard acbiowledges that there is "no distinctive hurnan 

fature to speech that is not shared by the parrot, a fact which disconcerts the charactemm 

(166-67). In the panot's 'speech,' W e  fuKL the objective correlative of the cultural 

insensibiiity of this community as revded through its limited language" (Godard 167). 

Both Godard's and hieuman's comments on the cliché, made without reference to 

Whilc I sgree with Neman's treatment of the parrot, 1 am prone to agree with Margaret 
Tumer, however, that the Widow's "lamentatious come to be directed outward, signaiïng 
determination end action rather than despair" (Imwhhe Culture 74). 



minimalism. do however reinforce the minimalid aims of the text lodeed, these cntics 

illustrate the fàct that the linguistic f o d  object serves an important f o d  hctioa in 

the work. Thus, Watson, like the minimalists, questions the conditions whereby the 

readyrnade (visuai or literary) can serve artistic ends. While minimalist artists ask the 

critic to rethink the potential of indusbial fabrication ami materiais, Watson's text invites 

its teaders to contemplate language and to "think deeply about the absurd 

conveatiodities they hem" (Godard 163). As Neman's example of Felix indicates, the 

clichés are not altereâ, but rwitalized through an engagement with both language and 

communal action, 

Godard also reveals the f a t  that "In Feluc's utterances, we see how Watson has 

geaerated meaning for clichds by juxtaposing one against the other. By her selection and 

placement of words, she has refieshed them for us" (167). Watson, like the minimaiists, 

illustrates the potential of transference rather tban transfomance of rnatenels: "To 

exhibit words aftesh and dissociate thern fiom a conventional context and d e  

association and then to display them with more of their power and capacity for vibration- 

more, in short, of their being-is Watson's aim" (Godard 168). Baker makes us a m  of 

the similar intentions of the visuai artists: HMinimalism was (and arguably still is) the 

pmject of disclosing and exploiting the contingent, contexnial aspects of making-and of 

instituthg s0mething-e wotk of art" (20). Reinvigorated, the clichés can again hct ion 

as ntuai, or art, according to Watson 



Spectatorrhip 

Until this point, 1 have emphasizeû various matenal and conceptual strategies that 

were involved in the process of fabricatiag the niinimalist 'object' For the minimalists, 

homver, the spectator assumeâ a sipificant mie in the completion of these objects. I 

wish to shifl my emphasis from the object itself to the interaction of spectator and object, 

to the 'space' sum>unding the object, ad, ultimately, to illustrate how this notion of 

spectatotship applies to The Double Hook. 

Minimalkt spectatorship invariably involved more than the audience's interaction 

with the paintings. When 'painting becomes totally flat, it necessarily begins to relate to 

the wall. By eliminating relationships within the picture itself, relationships are (must 

be) established between the painting and its sunoundings" (Colpitt 32-33). Thus, rather 

than projecting "inward into pictonal space," minimalist works "projected outward into 

the viewer's space" (Colpin 33). Important relationships were established between the 

works and the sunoundhg architecture or environment While traditional painting was 

"inwardly directed and sel f-containeci, Minimal O bjects activate[d], without act ual or 

implicit movemeat, the space that is not enclosed by the pieces themselves-that is the 

spece ïnhabited by the viewer" (Colpitt 82). The eye gravitated to the painting's context: 

wall became ground, the painting itself s t d  as figure. Thus, minimalist artists calleû 

iato question the configuration of actual gallery spsce and lighting (Colpitt 86). The 

same work in d i f f i  envüonments pmvided "startlingiy different experiences," even 

thugh the work itself remalliing unchanged (Colpitt 86). This in tum led to 'site 

spbcific' work: worlrs whose existence &pdeâ on the specific space in which anâ for 



which they were created. Because of the close retationship between viewer and object, 

MinimaList exhibitions "seemed to fil1 the gallery space, in a sense defining that s p e ,  

making spectators actually aware of theu own 'space'" (Colpitt 86). 

Furthemore, the minimalist experience involved temporality. it is necessary to 

reiterate that it was the 'form' of the work that was 'ccompletely given at once": what 

"dolds in time is the experience: a series of changing perceptive states based on the 

telationship of the viewer's body to the object" (Colpitt 97). An awareness of the 

duration of this experience was "especially pmounced" since the spectator did not "give 

him- or herself up to the object," but retained a persistent awareness of self as separate 

from the object of contemplation" (Colpitt 95). Minimalist works were thus designed to 

"evoke in the spectator an awareness of his or her body within the space shared by object 

and viewer" (Colpitt 96). 

This relationship between viewer and work was intricately related to the work's 

prescnce. Resence was %eh, responded to, rather than recognized" (Colpitt 70); it 

referred '20 the way in which the work of art imposes itself on the perception and 

experience of the viewer ... the ability of a configuration to connnand its own spce" (qtd 

in Colpitt 71). For Robert Morris, practitioner and critic of minimalinn, the work of 

minimplism was "not so much a metaphor for the figuren as it was "an existence paraIlel 

to it;" and, as such, shared "the perceptual response we have towards figuresn (qtd in 

Colpitt 71). Preseace was "the obdurate force of Minimal art,* which linked ''the 

spectator to the object, in lieu of anthtopomorphic gesture or the rnuitiplicity of 

viewpoints" (Colpitt 7 1). 



Resence was thefore tied to the "confiontatioaal responsen t h  minimalia 

works elicited from the spectator, due in part to a recognition of the object's ''self- 

contained othemess" (Colpitt 72). The lack of bbexpressive content" induced Whe outer- 

dicectness of the object, forcing the spectator to locate the meaning of the work within 

the experiencing self rather than within the object" (Colpitt 88-89). The work was to be 

conceived of as r "thhg apart from the spectator, but equally palpaûle and spatialn 

(Colpitt 72). Spectators were asked to pay attention '?O what the work of art actually 

does rather than what it communicates about its creator-that is, what its creator 'put' 

into it or intended it to do" (Colpitt 72). For Colpitt, the work's 'presence' was "ever so 

much more powefil than the presence of its creator" (72). Yet, despite this apparent 

resistance to anthropomorphization. the autonomy and abstractness of these objects 

resulted in their personification. Although these objects were not "fomally similar to 

human beiags,'" their '%omplete self-suficiency encouaged the critic and spectator to 

treat hem as other beings" (Colpitt 72). Thus, unlike earlier works, the minimalist 

paintings were not "peered into" but were "confionted and 'looked at'" (Colpitt 72). 

In The Double Ho04 Ara is obsessed with anmvering a crucial question of 

minimaiist spectatorship: when does a fiagrnent becorne a contained whole? She tries to 

make sense of the human figures in isolation, to "fit the pieces into a patternn (65); she 

also endeavorns to assess rt ie weight of nothingness" upon hem, as 'sense' emerges 

h m  the supposed 'empty' space in which they Iive (84). This space is haunted by a 

pervasive silence which spatidy separates the figures: ''This is the way they'd lived. 

Suspendcd in silence" (43). Theophilys comments to Angel-"a man would be hard 



ptessed to wedge a word into the silences you leave7'-apply to the comrnunity at large as 

well(73). 

As Watson rem& us, to be self-ceatred is an oblivion. Watson demands that 

her figures (and her audience) traascend the self they are asked to 'look,' literally and 

figuratively, beyond themselves. The type of 'looking' tbat is required of the tigures in 

the text is  an enactmmt of the spectatorship demanded by the minimalist canvas: seeing 

beyond the confines of the frame to the space or environment around the work (from 

object to context). Initially, the figures experience an inability to see the 'beyond.' They 

embrace the one monochromatic field of darkness and fear offered by Coyote and 

relentlessly endeavout to resist the active msponsibility of the light. The widow "pulled 

up the covea over her eyes to shut out the rnoonlight" (61). Greta, unable to look ôeyond 

herself, tries to  "cram the empty space with hate" (85). Metaphorically, Greta is unable 

to see the Craming edge-"outside was nighr..outside was floorless, rwfless, wall-less"- 

and this failure to look (and to contextuaiize) dtimately leads to Greta's demise (66). 

Greta even chastises her mother for "looking for something even the birds 

couldn't see. Something hid from every living thing..Holding the lamp and looking 

w k  thece is nothing to be found Nothing but dust No person's got a right to keep 

loolung. To keep looking and blackening lamp globes for others to clean" (31). 

However, as Angela Bowenng points out, Angel's "response to bitter negation of the 

value of 'looking where there's nothhg to be found' makes it clear that looking imo 

empty spias is prec5sely how one might fid tbings that have been lost" (21). Greta, on 

the 0 t h  baod, is mble  to engage in this fonn of spectatofship: "It's empiness that 



can't be borne" (66). 

These notions of enclosure (the spsçe withui the canvas; the Iimits of self) and 

exclosure (the spce beyond the canvas; that which exists beyond the self) are 

figuratively mimned in the fences sunounàing the properties. Ara, as mentioned, was 

one of the fint to start asking questions-"Am looked over the fence" (22). Felix 

descncbes his own inward focus: "If they had waiked out his gate like Angel, he would not 

ask if they had hay to lie on. His own barn was often empty" (24). Heinrich advocates 

emting a fence "so James Potter's rnother can't go up and d o m  here anymore" (26). 

Momss appropiately d m i s  the activity of fence-building as an "impulse to isolation" 

( 9 6  Kip, who is often regarded as possessing the giR of second sight, focuses not on the 

fence (on boundaries) but on the gate: 'Zvery one of his gates hung well on the hinge" 

(55). And Kip is able to articulate the community 's problem: "All the time, he thought, 

people go shutting their doon. Tying things up. Fencing them in. Shuning out what they 

never rightly know" (58): 

Heinrich gives us the first example of the needed perceptual shift, of 

understanding the monochromatic planes and putting an end to the actiMty of fence 

building, which he expresses as "seeing light in the way ï've never noticed it before" 

(29). James aiso metaphoridly voices his desire to extend beyond the confines of the 

pictue fiame: This bed is too short for a man to stretch himself in. The covering's too 

nanow for a man to wrap himself in" (99). As the text progresses, the figures in the 

novel examine and rearaluate their relaîionship to tôe spaçe they occupy as their 

Greta is also descn'bed as hving "inhetited ciestrd011 like a section surveyed and 
fend." (1 13). 



percepiion of their environment changes. 

Turner illustrates the correlation between this fom of spectatorship and language: 

''The eyes create the world; the speaking voice only Mngs into language what the eye 

has aiready seen. images of the world sustained by language are de-authenticated: words 

and ways of seeing are forced into re-evaluation" ("Fiction, Break, Sileace" 66). Without 

recourre to pemnai histories, mernories, mythology, and communicative language 

(accepting Turner's interpretation), these figures corne to an undemancihg of their 

predicament through an understanding of visual relations between figure and growid 

Momss, in tum- psits a logical progression fiom the renewal of 'vision' to comrnunity: 

"Sight gives knowledge, motivating the impulse for communication which is necessary 

for the social and spirituai integration of the community" (86). Nancy Corben also 

emphasizes the significant nature of vision (of spectatorship) in the text: central to a 

figure's understanding of ground (and our understanding of the figures) is the scrutiny of 

"how he sees, what he sees, and perhaps more importantly, how he feels about seeing" 

(1 16). But 'plain' seing, as opposed to Corben's 'mysticd' variation of vision, is 

eqdly applicable to The Double Hook Corbett correctly links sight to responsibility-a 

position advocated by the minimalists-and the denial of percepion to fear. 

Within the kxt, the possibility of 'renewal' hinges on active Msual participation: 

the figures must become the surveyors rather than surveilleci. Surveillance involves 

active participation which contras& to the passivity of being surveilled Watson 

continually reinforces tbis opposition in the novel. Intimiâation, fear, and passivity are 

manifested in the images of eyes tbst threaten the figures; and the text, signitïcantly, 



unfolds under the 'scrutiny' of Coyote's eyes. Greta, adarnantiy imwilling to engage in 

active visual participation, acutely feels the threat of surveillance: "Eyes eveiywhere. In 

the cottonwoods the eyes of foolhens. Rats' eyes on the barn rafters. Steers herded 

together. Eyes multiplied Eyes. Eyes and padded feet" (43). 

In order to assist them in their move away ftom this condition of passivity, the 

nanetor initially directs the reader and figures to look: "If Lenchen had k n  looking 

down from the Ml just then, she would have seen James saddling his horse" (30); "If she 

[Ara] had gone up to the old lmkout she might have seen something to think about as 

William saw things when he was comîng and going with the pst" (33). These moments 

of narration are similar to the conventional 'gestures of demonstration' in Renaissance 

painting-the representation of the hand with the index finger pointing to an aspect of the 

canvas the painter wishes us to observe. The narrator's inte jections-always given in the 

conditional, as if the figures should be seeing for themselves-disappear when the figures 

kgin to 'see' for themselves. The dynamics of sight have changed at the end of the 

novel, with the characters taking responsibility for their visual activity: Coyote's voice 

cries out at the end of the novel, but he no longer =tains lrisual control* over the 

narrative. 

Thus, The Double Hook works, on one level, ris an exemplification of minimalist 

spectatoiship, or as a parable of the virtues of minimalist spectatorship addressed to the 

reader. More importantiy, the experience of reading The Double Hook involves its own 

fonn of rnuiimalist spectatorship. Minimalist pamuuigs, as mentioned, are not "peered 

iato" but iacber "coat'ronted" (Colpitt 72). I thiak it is tàir to argue that the reader is also 



'confkonted' by Watson's text. We are not drawn into the text through empathy, but, as 

readers, we remain emotionally distant fiom these figures and the nanative. The text 

agitates; the nader is clearly not a passive participant in the experience. hdeed, the 

language of confmntation is used by many critics to describe their relationship to The 

Double Hook. George Bowering even suggests that the d e r  is "made aware of almost 

a kindofthreat"(211). 

For George Bowering, even the physical appearance of  the text is awtere; the 

reader is 'bpresented with these pages given to an unusuol amount of  whiteness" (189). 

His reading of the novel is akin to notions of minimalist spectatorship: 

The action was to be, then, within the shape of the page, indicating that 

the book is a spatial art, unlike film or music with their passive audiences, 

more like sculpture or architecture. So the reader stays aware of his own 

movernent, amue that he is not at the end o f  the line, that he is continudly 

looking at the material fiom his point of view. (21 1) 

As Bowering points out, there is a constant awamss of the "reader reading" (96). 

Marta also substantiates Bowering's arguments conceming the 'minimalist' spectatorship 

of the text: T h e  reader expiences the book as a pocess, not simply as a product" 

(1 50). 

For the d e r ,  this pocess of spectatorship involves vieving the minimalist work 

as a % I d  or empty stage, an environmental work of art upon whose surface light and 

shadows were reflected?' (Colpitt 30). The significance of shadows and reflections is 

evident in the text Angela Bowering acutely d e s m i  The Double Hodr as a minimalist 



canvas which is activated by light and shadows: "A light, deft band sketches in a few 

sharp lines of colour on a canvaslike ground that is, for the most part, a flatly lit 

wfinkled and folded earth-coloured swface across which light and shadow play from 

time to time" (30). Turner also emphask how the reader attends to the sbadows that 

"float through a lanàscape that is darkened during the day and suffised with light at 

night" ("Fiction, Break, Silence" 74). 

The Double Hodr activates the space (for lack of a better word) that surrounds 

the novel in much the m e  way that the minimdist canvas (figure) activates the gallery 

space (ground) in which it is located In Watson's case, the linguistic object is 

suriounded by silence. The relation of object to context is best exemplified by Turner: 

"Tire Double Hwk is an activity of language reflexively moving in on its own energies, 

moving out fiom them dong channels of liturgy and ritual, floating inside a medium, a 

surround of silence" ("Fiction, Break, Silence" 66). Minimalist art offers the visual 

equivalent to Watson's language/silence dichotomy: these works effectively question the 

boundaries between absence and presence and implicitly the possibilities of art Watson 

continually make us aware of the tensions between language and silence, absence and 

presence, and how silence (a form of negative spce) cm itself be activated by language: 

T o t  until this silence is perceived for what it is-a kind of naming-can a language 

appropriate for speairing of it become possible" ("Fiction, Break, Silence+, 66). As 

Turner points out, the Vanger in moving into silence is one that Watson and the novel 

share: such a radical questionhg of the possibility of human language implicates himian 

king Md hrnaan culture as well" (Imae.uunp! C C  

Culture 64). 



Ultirnately, The Double Hook is a metaphor for 'seeing' reality for what it is: 

glory and f i  in tandem. Minimalist spectatorship of  the ka engages the possibility of 

meanin@ language emerging fiom a change in the spectator's perspective, both 

linguistic (clichés) and visual (monochromatic fields). Minimalist art, according to 

Baker, is a "plea for cornmitment to values-such as the clear. contemplative vision, the 

recognition of illusions for what they are, and the love of physical reality for its own 

&ce" (22). Minimalism "aimed to confiont people with the cold percepnial facts of an, 

making them scrape bottom, so to speak, rather than inviting them to immene 

themselves comfortabl y in aesthetic reveries" (Baker 24). This fom of spectatorshi p, as 

I have tried to argue, is equally applicable to The Double Hook. 

Miaimalism, Metapboricity, and The Doubk Book 

While rninimalist strategies and minimalist spectatorshi p serve as valuable points 

of entry into The Double Hooh Watson is ultimately asking more of her spectator and of 

art itself. The text suggests that minimdism's &nial of extraformal content uitimately 

poses a problem fot Watson. A number of minimalist artists and critics demonstrated a 

similar tesistance to minimaiist art's la& of content and expresseci their desire for 

sometbing 'more' fiom these works of art Watson's use of minimalism ultimately 

reveals thaî a reinscription of the 'human' into art is essential if art is again to fiinction as 

'ritual*' 

For the majority of the visuai artists, muiimalist art was an attempt to rid the 

sinface of the canvas of sigas, symbols, allusions, metaphors, representatiion, md/or 



personal expression. The unadomed surface of the work, the arii-sts arguai, was the work 

itself. David Batchelor concisely sumWzes the utists' aspirations: "When the surface 

of the painting is looked at, it is  just that: a surface. Not a metaphor of a body or a space 

within the picture, but an object within the world of other objects" (16). With the advent 

of minimdism, "the conventional idea of the painting as a transparent screen opening 

onto an irnaginary spacen gave way to "the idea of painting as an opaque surface 

occupying a c t d  spacen (Batchelor 17). 

As Barbara Rose indicates, there was "no wish to tnuiscend the physical for either 

the metaphysical or the metaphoric" and the object was, thus, "preswnably not supposeci 

to be suggestive of anything other than itself' (29 1). Resistance, on the part of the artists, 

to any fonn of transcendence is partially attri'butable to the fact that it would have digned 

the minimalists with their predecessors, the Abstract Expiessionists. Artists also 

consciously attempted to avoid the possibility of 'subject' in their work by leaving 

painting untitled or by titling them numerically, as recourse to language in titling the 

wotks invariably resulted in cntics attniuting subject matter to the works? Rose 

articulates the 'matter-ofifact' nature of a minimalist work's 'content' or 'subject': The 

content, then, if we are to tdce the work at face value, should be nothing more than the 

total of the series of assertions that it is this or that shape and takes up so much space and 

is painted nich a color and made of such a materiai" (281). As Rose astutely points out, 

the works were "descnkd but not interprieteci," and anikts' statements with regard to 

indaed, Watson adopted the numeric 'titling' strategy for anci epsodes of The 
Double Hook despite Frederick Salter's suggestions of names for each of tbe sections 
( F l W  12 1). 



'content,' 'meaning,' or 'intention' were "prominent ooly in their omission" (28 1). 

This 'literaiaess' of the Amencan works mis a stark "contrast with the 

'humanim' of Ewopean painting in which the presence of something beyond the 

painting was always irnplied within the painting" (Batchelor 17). Yves Klein, the 

foremost European practitioner of the monochrome, discusses the content of one of his 

blue monochromes as invanably involving more than a description of the foctual, 

physical attributes that define his 'objed For Klein, space and colour always point to 

'something beyond' the painting: 

1 had le€t the visible, physical blue at the dwr, outside, in the street. The 

real blue was inside, the blue of the profiuidity of space, the blue of my 

kingdom, of our kingdom ! . . .the immaterialisation of blue, the coloured 

spce that cannot be seen but which we impregnate outselves with. 

(Klein 4 1 ) 

With the exception of Klein and a few other practitioners, minimafism was excessively 

prwncupied with addressing formal ptoblems-which I would argue they did quite well- 

at the expense of any 'extrafiornial' content 

The minimalists' unwillingness to go beyond aesthetic questions led to criticism 

for the lack of a humMe) element in the works. Harold Rosenberg, whose hostility to 

minimalism is well documented, indicates that the "exclusion of images or textures likely 

to stimulate feelings and associations" was Sntended to produce a response that is 

exclusively aesthetic" (303). For Rosenberg, minimalism's novelty did not lie "in its 

nductionist techniques but in its prhcipled detennination to purge painting and sculpture 



of any but formal experiences, and even of resonances of experience" (304). Lawrence 

Alloway supplements Rosenberg's critique of the artists by reprimanding minimalia 

critics for their "fornialistic positivism," which he defwd as the "exercise of fonnal 

analysis ... at the expense of other properties of art" (60). For Alloway, "Formal analysis 

needs the iwnographical and experiential aspects'' if it is to be wfd (60). 

Despite the artists' intentions and certain critics' acceptance of these intentions, 

the audience and a number of other critics were often unwilling to accept the supposed 

'blankness' of the canvas or the physical attniutes of a work as the key to its meaning. 

An empty surfiace could not do away with the audience's tendency to treat the works 

rnetaphorically or to 'see' beyond the literal object or surface as a means of making sense 

of minimalkt works8 Although Rose is able to articulate the 'desired respooses' to the 

artists' works with precision, h e r h  interpretation of the work actually makes reference 

to expressiveness: "1 have often thought one had a sense of loss looking at these big, 

blank, empty things, so anxious to cl& their identity that they were masquerading as 

objects. Perhaps, what one senses is that..the hollow, barrenness of the void has a 

certain poignant, if stnuigled, expressiveness" (28 1-282). 

Nicolas Calas argues in fact that a "Minimal Art statement ne& not be minimal 

in terrns of subject matter" (109). Signifiant minimalist artists, agreeing with Calas's 

statement, acknowledged the spirinial dimension of their work. Agnes Martin, for 

instance, d e r n i  her work as =emanating a light that âernaterialk the surface, 

8 Other minimaiist &tics, such as E.C. Goossen, amibuteci this desire for meanhg to 
wbat be d s  Whe romantic prejudicen which "seeks everywhere to fhd 'mbject matter'" 
(167). 



m t i n g  an immatmial, ethereal-spinnial-auta" (qtd in McEdley 95). Bnce Marden 

articulates the spitituai significance of his geornetry: The rectangle, the plane, the 

structure, the picture are but sounding boards for the spirit" (qtd. in McEvilley 95). As 

artists sanctioned a metaphysical vocabulary for discussing their works, certain critics 

startesi to follow suit. William Seitz, speairing of JO Baer's paintings, argued that "it is 

easy to associate these large paintings with religious and mystical states. The 

contemplation of nothingness, which they invite while retaining their identity, quickiy 

goes beyond purely visual sensation" (qtd in Plous 80). 

Christianity, as opposed to abstract spirituality, was invoked in the context of 

Bamett Newman's work, especially the "Stations of the Cross" series of paintings. [n 

tandem with the overt refetentiality of the title, it was Newman's own rhetoric that led 

critics to intefpret the work as essentially Christian. Calas does however wam that 

"Perhaps Bamett Newman's poetic dissertation on the theme could be disrnissed, since 

he k l y  acknowledges the relation of his works to the Passion of the Cross occurred to 

him only a e r  he had started painting the Fourth in this series" (1 10). On the othet han4 

Newman's process of âiscovery does reinforce the notion that minimalist spectatoahip 

(in this case involving the artist and his own work) dso involves metaphoric (even 

mystical or religious) potential in the minimalist work or in the process of spectatorship. 

For Watson, minimalist concems with 'content' naturally become questions of 

how absence anci pcesence take on metaphoncai and symbolic significance in the wvel. 

Watson's monochromatic plsaes of daricness and light must ultimately be recognized as 

metaphors by the figures in the text; the physical absence' or blank F e ,  that confiants 



these figures must be conceived of as metaphysical. Altieri also suggests that Frank 

Stella's, and implicitly minimaiism's (as Stella is considered the quintessential 

rninirnalist painter), resistance to metaphor and mysticism need not necessarily be taken 

at face value: 

But even here, accepting a language of pure presence for the work exacts a 

substantid priçe, which I do not think we need to pay. I f  we mat their 

work as autonomous, in its selfencloseci presence, we also make it 

vuinerable to claims that it is oniy beautifid or only optical. (486) 

Watson, [ would argue, is unwilling to pay this price. Watson's reading of minimalism as 

more than 'only optical' is closely aligned with this mal1 camp of critics who are willing 

to argue that these works possess 'subject' or 'content,' and metaphoric or metaphysicai 

potential. Watson makes us aware of  the fact that metaphors reintroduce the human 

dimension into art and spectatonhip; with metaphoric tesonance, art becomes more than 

a purely fomal or aesthetic experience. 

Watson attests to the jmwen of language and its speakers: identification of these 

powea enables the figures to tnnscend minimalism and return to ideas of content and 

expression. Once the figures and the d e n  recognize the metaphoric significance of 

theu surroundings, reduction (and minimalism) ultimately becomes redundant, For 

metaphoricity, broadiy conceivd of, is both an epistemological tool andlor spirituai 

force; simultaneously, it orden the universe (physical, textual, dca l ) .  In Watson's 

language, metaphors are necessary to claciQ the relationship between figure and ground, 

and between spectator and art; metaphors help shape the rituals that bind figures 



together. 

Watson's awaceness of the limitations of minimalism-the danger of art that posits 

reduction as its ultimate goal-daces in her earlier work as well. "The Black Farm" 

illustrates the insufficiencies of an art fom, like minimalism, that resists metaphoricity 

and the human element in art. As this short story reveals, the minimalist %orld without 

fragmentation, a worid of seamless unity"-art which denies metaphor and the human 

dimension-is severely limiting (Colpitt 135). Puss describes Daedalus's (and the 

minimalists') attempts "to persuade the world that he's made it jab-proof and hole-proof 

and scratch-proof, that it's mmch resistant and head-resistant and stainless" ("The Black 

F m "  24). Daedalus exemplifies minimalist "attempts to reject d l  colours, al1 

impurities, ail paradoxes, al1 complexities, @y] reducing his world to a perfect black. the 

absence of colour" (Scobie 274). 

In his quest for purity, his attempts not to let anything creep into the world of the 

monochrome, Daedalus "'ignores lemon juice and the Siamese cat He forgets the 

catechism and original sinn (The Black F m n  25). Thus, ûaeddus's reductive 

strategies carry a substantial pice: he tm is preoccupied with ' formal' problems at the 

expense of 'extrafocmal' content In&eâ, life and its imperfections are denied a place in 

his art As Scobie correctiy asserts, the "later novelist would say that Daedalus had fallen 

victim to Coyote" (274). 

[n this short story, Watson suggests that reduction is a dangerous end in itself, but 

that it makes one acutely aware of what is mjssing in both life and art Daeàaius, at the 

end of the story, concldes that "Al1 black is white. Tha are no eternd verities" ('The 



Bleck F a r d  40). Watson has Daedalus realize "uiat at the level of the absolute there is 

only impur@, paradox, complexity auci white-the presence of al1 colours" (Scobie 274).' 

The presence of dl colours offers Daedalus the opportunity to move beyond reduction to 

a more ' c o l o ~ '  and human world. 

Thus, in The Double H e  as in The Black Fm," minimalism serves as a 

necessary demative gesture, or as an "enabling act," that makes the reader aware of the 

necessity of imaginative and metaphoncal language.10 With the figures' recognition of 

the powers of metaphoricity, absence can becorne presence. In The Double Hmk, 

Turner speal<s of the figures initially king '%mateneci with annihilation in this space 

where words mean nothing because they do not mean more than they say" (Imagininn 

Culture 74). As Watson suggests, more is requited of minimaiist spectatorship than 

Frank Stella's thoroughly factual "What you see is what you see" (qtd in Glaser 158). 

The necessity of metaphor becomes readily apparent when readers and figues 

realize bat factual responses to the community's predicament prove insufficient. At the 

onset of The Double Hook, "Speech in any register other than the mundane and the 

concrete has stoppi. The sense of the metaphorical is inaccessible; the sense of loss is 

acute" (Turner, Irnagining Culture 71). Conversations among figures in the novel are 

oniy concerneci with the focmal, rather than extrafornial, content of the s p c e  bey 

occupy: "When they spoke they spoke of barnmers and buckles, o f  water for washing, of 

Toby Mus- also speaks of the monochrome and the monotone as 'potenbal' or as a 
beg8ullng: "White, of course, is tbe one color carrying m it the ptential for al1 other 
colors, just as the use of programmed sound by John Cage in his ten-minute piece of 
dent music carries in it the poteatial for any souad" (246). 
'O Robert Kroetsch views "the text not as artifjiçt but as enabling act Not meanhg but 
the possibility of rneaning (208). 



rotted posts, of ringbone and distempef' (43). 

The reader r d k s  that, without metaphors, the figures will inevitably rernain in 

the state of insensibility that Watson views as dangerous. While the other figures lived 

waiting, "suspendeâ in silence" (43), Theophil only "played patiencen (58). In contrast 

to the views held of him by other figures, Coyote represents an empincal entity for 

Theophil: "There's no big Coyote, like you thinic. There's not just one of him. He's 

everywhere. The govemment's got his number too. They've set a bounty on him at fifty 

cents a bnish. 1 could live well at his expense" (57). "In naming the coyote rather thon 

the Coyote," Turner argues, "Theophil shows that he does not inhabit the new world of 

imagination and metaphor" (îmaeinine Culture 74). Given his resistance to metaphor, 

Theophil "remains isolated, obstinately outside the community" (Scobie 307). 

William also attempts to pmvide ' factd' answers to questions the other figures 

ask hirn in the text His answen, however, fdl short: "William would try to explain, but 

he couldn't" (20). He mates wondefil metaphors, only he is  blind to the metaphoric 

implications of his own statements: "he makes no attempt to transcend his limiteci, 

experience in order to deal with thern" (Downton 140). William does not 

'iecognize that his description of the lanâscape is an analogue for the spirinial condition 

of the commwiity, nor that the 'great cow' he &scribes, failing to protect her young from 

the elements, suggests Mn. Potter, who is the matriarch of the c ~ r n r n ~ t y  without 

pfoviding for it a moral centre" @ownton 140-141). 

For the reader, however, William's blindaess becornes insight: metaphoricity is 

required to ~ o n n  this space of nothingness and absence, with as much signifiuuîe 



as an apron carelessly dropped wriiilded Iike the earth on the bare fioor of the world, to a 

meaningful place filled with a powerfd presence where reduction on d l  levels is no 

longer demanded" (Turner, haPinin& Culture 74). The reader realizes that "if the 

metaphoric nature of the text's language is not recopnized, roads will continue to run 

fkom this to that, hills fa11 off to nowhere, and water nse in drought to kW (Tuner, 

imagining Culture 69). 

The figures graâually move to an awareness of the limitations of reductive fmtuai 

responses and silence. When the figures begin to relate tbe experiencing self to the 

absence, to locate themselves metaphorically on the monochromatic planes, language can 

become more meaningful to them. A recognition of their own partxipation in creating 

this absence through silence and meaningless communication also makes the figures 

conscious that they are abk, through metaphor and language, to create presence. 

At the end of the novel James thinks of "nothing but blank smouldering space7' 

(1 3 1). But here the empty space is charged with meaning; James is aware of the piesent 

and hiture potential of the space: "In his mind now he could see only the se& and 

smouldering earth, the bare hot cinder of a ail1 rmpeopled worlcï' (1 3 1). Ara's vision is 

also important in this conte* Although it remains just a vision, it engages the possibility 

of moving beyond minimalim and populating the physicd starkness of the landscape: 

"Now her tired eyes saw water issuing fiom mder the burned tbreshold Welling up and 

flowing dom to fil1 the dry creek. Until dry lips drank. Until the trees s t d  knee deep 

in water" (1 14). Ara, with a recently discovered awareness of the metaphoric potemial of 

ianguage, is able to envision movement (fisbes), growth (trecs), flow (water). Ara 



imagines how the initial m i s ,  silence, and absence that haunteci the community can be 

replaced by presence. 

Thus, Watson addresses the ambivalence of the various artists and critics toward 

minimakt worb and insists that the metaphoric nature of these works be recognized in 

the novel. renewal and 'rihial' are possibilities that hinge on an awareness of 

metaphoricity. Absence points to the necessity of presence: with a recognition of this 

need, artists, aad figures in the novel, can discover new ways of reintroducing life into 

the "blank mioutdering space" ( 1 3 1). Watson' s use of reductive strategies illustrates the 

necessity of an enlarged hurnan presence in art; this presence, in ~ n ,  enables art to 

function as ritual. 

Conclusion 

Minimalism's location on the modernism/postmodemtsrn continuum continues to 

be advely debated Although it currently appears that the balance of critical positions 

favours the interpretation of minimalism as modernist (in its method and in its 

aspirations), critics are d l  divided on this issue. Central to this debate is the issue of 

whether miaimalism is to be read as a continuation of Greenberg's fonnalist project and 

thereby implicitly adhering to modernist aspirations. Craig Owens and Hal Foster argue 

that minimalism was an early manifestation of postmodemism, or, at the very least., 

aitical to the formulation of the postmodernist position (Colpitt 134); others, including 

Peter Schjeldahl, situste minimalism at the end of modemkt ideaîism (Colpitt 134). 

Robert Morris mggests that mniimdism holds some intermediary ground between 



modemism and postmodernism. With the shift fiom "phenomenological to liaguistic 

conccms," he argues, minimalism had "a f i t  in both camps as it simdtaneously opened 

ont0 the body fiom the side of appemce and ont0 language from the side of theory" 

(344). 

Situating The Double Hook on this modemismlpwtmodemisrn continuum is also 

a contdous issue among critics of the novel. Glenn Willmott, for instance, conciseiy 

argues both the modemist and postmodemist interpretations of the novel. The Double 

Hook cm be read either as a modemist, mythopoeic romance with conservative values or - 
as a postmodemist deconstructive comedy with radical values (Willmott 45). Willmott 

effective1 y links the reader' s interpretation of Coyote to this debate: the modemist 

approach treats Coyote negatively, whereas the postmodemist interpretation considers 

the figure to be a positive force (45). 

Scobie similarly presents both the modemist and postmodemist interpretations of 

the text On one hana he argues, the text "displays, in its individual way, many o f  the 

characteristics of modemism. its theme is essentiaily conservative-the need for social 

traditions and religious rituals as the means by which moral value may be given to 

community life-while its fonn is experimentaln (263). ' ' On the other hand, he considers 

Watson to have "anticipated much of what we are forced to cdl, for want of a better 

word, pst-rnodemisrn" (269). As Scobie indiaites, the "traditional elements in 

Watson's vision, such as her Roman Catholicism, or her scbolarly devotion to Wyndbam 

11 Willmott, however, argues that %e conservative interprrtation ignores the videme 
and inadcqurcy of represented traditional -ai forms to bnng about die communitm 
which is the supposcd tefm of The Double Hook" (45). 



Lewis, T.S. Eliot, and the writings of 'high modemism,' have to be Wanced on the one 

hooû, against, on the other hook, the 'revolutionary' concem with sekeflexive language 

poised on the knife-edge of silence" (270). This leads him to the conclusion that 

any shdy of Watson must continually r e m  to the parad0xÏca.i nature of 

her vision, her insistence on combining opposites, on seeing opposites 

alway as existing in necessary correlation. Even this habit of mind itself 

may be descnaed in modemkt terms, as duality, or in pst-modemist 

tenns, as duplicity: it is what is summed up, ultimately, in the image of the 

double hook itself. (270) 

Arnold Davidson similarly argues that the reader cannot escape the paradoxical 

nature of Watson's novel: The Double Hook "perpetually demands and precludes 'other 

words'-the reader is caught on the double hooks of the text (livingldying, 

~culation/silence, GdCoyote, meaning/meaningiesmess, even, if one wishes, 

constniction/deconstructio~)-as Rnnly at the end as at the beginning" (Covote Country 

73). Minimalkm also occupies a perilous position between presence and absence (which 

might alternatively be defined as the aggregate of Davidson's articulati~dsilence~ 

meaning/meaninglessness, and construction/deconstruction). One might hypothesize that 

the text foms a similar balancing act owing to the Watson's inscription of minimalism 

into her text 'Other words,' or language, are requind of both minimalism and The 

Double Hook if they are to be defined by presence as opposed to absence. Owens points 

out that language serves a necessary "compensatory d e "  for minimalist worlcs as the 



artists' writings more 30 the work everything that bas been eliminated €tom it" (125).'~ 

Actists were propelled toward language "which was either incorporated into the work 

itself, or deployed in explmation of it. in response to absence at its heart" (Owens 125). 

Thus, Turner's comm#its on The Double Hwk are pertinent to minirnalism as well: 

'The interdependent association of language and meaning that she insists on is double- 

hooked: if the Pfesence of language gives meaning to people and place, its absence 

withdraws the meaning, totally" (Imaeinine. Culture 66). 

David Batchelor appropriately brings attention to minirnalism's double hmks, 

many of which are also applicable to The Double Hook. As he argues, the CC~o-existence 

of contrary states may be exactly the kind of experience that cm be show in art, but 

canot be stated in ianguage without apparent contradiction" (62). Despite minirnalism's 

"apparent simplicity and unifomity," as Batchelor points out, the works are "replete with 

contrary relations" (62). His lia of oppositions includes the "contemporary and archaic," 

"wncepRial simplicity and percepual complexity." "blandness and beauty," "literalness 

and resonance," "austerity and sensuousness," "d imess  and allusion," "singularity and 

multiplicity," "pwity and hybridity," and ''the material and the uncannyw (62). 

Interpreting these pairings as dudity or duplicity, modemist or postmodemist, is an issue 

in minimaiism as well. 

As Batchelor ultimately suggests, minimaiism is "made in the spirit of inquity: 

iaqiiiry into the real natwe of apparent contradiction; inquiry into the relationship 

between art and n o n a  between painting and sculpture7 behveen the monochrome and 

l2 Colpia wacisely summatizes this point: c"ïûeoreticd discourse expanded in p0p0m0n 
to the àiminishuig amount of mteresthg fmal diff~tiatioun (1 16). 



the rradymade, and between the object and institutional space it occupies" (62-63). 

hquiry and expriment resuited in an art W c h  didn't rebrieat from the modemity within 

which it was made, but which tumed the materials and methods of modernity to its own 

ends" (Batchelor 63). At the risk of allying myself with the modernist interpretation of 

minimaiism and the novel, 1 think the same cm ultimately be said of Sheila Watson and 

The Double Hmk. 



Conclusion 

The cwxistence of expressionist and minimalist strategies in the tea mi@ be 

considered yet auother 'double-hwk' faciag the cntic. Although my prirnary motivation 

was not to illustrate the paradoXical combining of opposites, the unavoidable conclusion 

of a 'necessary opposition' betwen minimakm and exprasionim rem its head A 

cornparison of the attributes (philosophicai, imagistic, compositionai) of these visual 

aesthetics-the cwxistence of iconic and noniconic abstraction, fragmentation and order, 

and the narrative and non-narrative forrns of visual a r t d l  point to yet another 'double- 

hook' in the text, 

1 would, however, argue that it is more valuable to refer to the inscription of both 

the minirnalist and expressionist aesthetics into The Double Hook as a 'collage,' a 

merger of modemist visual art that transfomis the te* as opposeci to another 'double 

hook.' Rather than viewing the text as an oscillation between the extremes of modemist 

art, the idea of the collage foregrounds a creative synthesis of the visual d e t i c s  in the 

text 1 wouid argue that The Double Hook is  by no means a work of pure abstraction 

(either expressionist or minimalist), but rather a hybrid fom of abstraction, symbolism, 

and representational content. hdeeci, 1 think it is  valuable to view abstraction and more 

concrete representation in The Double Hook, not as opposites, but as elements of the text 

that reinforce each other. 

Barbara Goclad, as mentioued pnviously, appeals to the idea of the painter's 

coilage as a point of entry kto The Double Hook Her application of the term 'collage' 



refers, however, not to Msual art but to "Watson's layering of different cultural pattern 

of narrative and language" (164). For Godarâ, this synthesis is a "collage of dead 

Ianguages that, in this new context, have ken given fresh rneaning" (168). 1 think that 

one could broaden Godard's definition of language, both oral and written, to include the 

language(s) of painting Watson's inscription of the two visual aesthetics into her text 

aims to revitalize the energies of painterly languages; it illustrates how visual aesthetics 

in the context of a literary work, and thus in language, can be given fresh rneaning. For, 

as Godard correctly points out, Watson's text emphask  the transformation of language 

and the transformative powers of language (168). As t have argueci, the transformation of 

the languages of painting and the transfomative powen of Msual arts are equally 

important to Watson's project. 

Whereas Godard considers Watson's novel an attempt "to free language from the 

burden of the pst," 1 would argue that Watson, rather than treat the pst as a burden, 

effectively modifies the language of the pst (anâ, implicitly, tradition) into significant 

foms. In The Double Hook, Watson sifi through earlier modemkt expenrnents (visual 

and litetary) in an attempt to extract their valuable cores, to revitaiize the energies of 

these visual aesthetics, aad, thereby, to both reinforce the value of tradition and 'make it 

new.' Watson's text actively engages these painterly languages of the p s t  in an effort to 

reveal that a cntical understanding of tradition is necessary to a revitalkation of the 

contempmy (language, society, culture). 

Watson's construction of the novel as a collage of v i d  aesthetics c m  be linked 

to the fhct that an author cannot sustain the energies of roniconic painting in a 



representatiod art fonn such as the novel.' Noniconic abstraction, pursueci at the 

expense of repesentatioaal or iconic content, severeiy limits an author's use of language. 

As Altieri points out, "If abstraction need not reject al1 uses of representational imagery, 

its devices become available for a wide cange of linguistic effects" (45). Minimalism on 

its own could not sustain the novel: the limitations it places on language, referentiality, 

and m t i v e  would have inhibited Watson's undertalang in language. 

The limitations manifest themselves most clearly in the fact that the formation (or 

reestablis hment) of comrnunity, so centrai to Watson's purpose, necessarily involves 

narrative and the representational fonn of the novel. Rituais, as the organimtion of 

community, are complex constfucts that cannot be exemplifieâ by noniconic abstraction. 

A fictitious world, or what Scobie would cal1 the %ale of human beings living in 

society," and therefore the novel, is required by Watson to exempli@ the notion of 

cornrnunity formation (287). Minimal ism and expressionism serve as important factors 

involved in the construction of community by revealing the problems of this process and 

also by signifying what is at stake in the activity. Yet, they are not in and of themselves 

capable of 'illustrating' Watson's conception of community formation on their own 

Thus, the juxtaposition of the two aesthetics helps us to understand nie Double 

Hook as a meta-artistic gesture: how the text itself calls into question the shape of art, to - 
use Watson's terminology, if it is to be instrumentai in the organization of society. 

Watson, as mentioued., employs minimalism and expressionism to illustrate the 

- 

Accordhg to Altieri, ccabsbacb*~a putsued at the price of comte figuration seemed the 
least e f f ' v e  way to grapple with their [the modemist poets'] own marpinaiizatioa" 



boundaries of this activity. One might mast this tension between the two art fonns as 

the stniggie between lucidity and lyricism Indeeù, Altier; considers modemism as a 

whole as an attempt to locate meaaingful fonns of lycicism in a culture that is itself 

hostile to lyricismO2 Altieri links lucidity to empiricism aad to third person claims of 

objectivity; Iyricism, on the other hanci, is characterized by first petson clairns to 

subjectivity (62). Whereas minimalism readily adopted the language of empiricism and 

clearly rejected lyrical aims, expressionism ernbniced lyricism at the expense of lucidity. 

The Double Hook points its d e r  to the dangers of either extreme. Watson's inscription 

of the two aesthetics into the novel suggests that she is well aware of the ''fundamental 

tension between the claims of lucidity and the clairns of lyricism-each posed as an 

absolute, yet each desperately needing some complement, if it is to avoid severe self- 

contradiction" (Altien 62). Thus, Watson's text exemplifies the difficulties, and at the 

sarne time the necessity, of reconciling lyrkism and lucidity in art. 

The complex inscription of these two extremes of visual modemimi into the text 

makes it clear that meanin@ foms of art lie somewhere between these extremes of 

profaad objectivity and subjectivity. On the one hanci, the complete lack of gesture, the 

omission of the human elemertt, and reductive strategies of minimalism are problematic 

for Watson. The rigid fonnalism at the expense of e d o n n d  content is insuffcient for 

Watson: a degree of referentaîity (to something beyond the work itself) i s  required of art 

if it is to be a useful tool. On the other band., lyricism, when it becomes self-inddgence 

One of the fimiamenta1 concem of modemism was the attempt to preserve "publicly 
signiticant the values in romauce, or in the states ma& available by the lyric imagination, 
within a cultute that grants in te^^ author@ ody to a range of Enlightenment models 
dwelopd as antagonids to dl romance idealf (AItieri 61). 



on behalf of the individual artist, is equally problernatic: art must refer to more than the 

tomented psyche of the artist (as is oflen the case in expressionist painting and 

literature). 

Watson's interpretations and manipulations of expressionism and rninimalism 

allow the two to work in conjunction with one another: the reader circles from 

expressionism to minimaiism and back again, as the text makes the readei aware of 

Watson's constant search for balance and questioning of what is involved in community 

formation and cultural production. The text does not serve the ends of either the 

minimaiist or expressionist aesthetic, a fact that is undemored by Watson's active stance 

in tmnsfonning these visual aesthetics. Both aesthetics appear vital to an understanding 

of what the text proposes without standing in necessary opposition to each other. 

Coexistence is, therefore, a crucial term to a critical reading of the text which 

aims to resist 'totalization.' Visual aesthetics are, of course, only aspects of the 

modemimi diat fascinated and influenced Sheila Watson. Despite the significant impact 

of visual modernism on the novel, it nevertheless cannot account for many other 

'essential' elements of The Double Hook. To read the novel solely as a response to 

visual modemism negates the vitality of other aspects of the Watson's novel and other 

valuable criticai interpretations of the text that are not concemed with the painterly 

vocabulary. 

The interartistic mtic must always rehim to the fact that even "if we miss or 

distort what wodd engage painers, we might well be following precisely the mks that 



fascinateci those whose business is words" (Altieri 9). The objea we are contemplating 

is a fom in language, and wbat "poets leam h m  visual artists is usually not what those 

artists sec in one another's wok" (Altieri 9). Thetefore, Altieri insists, "critics tempted 

to draw analogies between the verbai and visual arts need to be rather bold in their 

specdationsn (9). 

indeed., any appeal to the convergence of the visual arts and a text, in this case 

The Double Hook, is based on metaphors and always, as Altieri has revealed, involves a 

degree of speculation. The value of interartistic analogies, however, can be disputed 

quite easily. Indeed, the metaphoric nature of interartistic criticisrn is a source of 

contention for many xholars. As Wendy Steiner indicates, as long as "the similarity 

[between painting and literature] is suficiently süiing, the differences can be pushed 

aside. But w&i the analogy is explorai to the point where the dissimilarities becorne 

troublesome, the cwent formulation of the cornparison is usually discredited as a mere 

'metaphoric' similarity which the progress of thought has meded as such" (2). 

Steiner does however indicate that the "irnperfect structural correspondence of 

painting to literan~e dws not in fact preclude or even severcly Iimit the cornparison to 

the arts" (68). As Steiner points out, 

What it does permit is an ever changing set of correlations by painters 

and writers, who are free to stress different elements of the structures of 

their arts in order to achiew this correspondence. An interartistic parallel 

thus is not dictatecl by the preexistent stnictures of the arts involved; 



instead, it is an exploration of how these two structures can be aligned. 

W8) 

1 would agree with Steiner h t  the process itself is rich in imaginative potential. 

Metaphors and analogies offer the critic the mative means to explore al1 possible 

relations between painting and literature. 

Thus, 1 wouid argue that the metaphoricity so imporiant to The Double Hook has 

a parallel in the interpretive acti*vity. The mitic's search for valid and imaginative 

metaphors between visual aesthetic and verbal text mirrors the figures' search for 

appropriate metaphors to descrii their relation to the ' g r o d '  tntemrtistic 

~ornp~sons,  as Steiner notes, need to be subjected to the sarne process of renewal by 

critics as is warranted of the figures in the novel: "there can be no consensus about 

whether and how the two arts resemble each other, but only a growth in our awanness of 

the process of  comping them, of metaphoric generation and regeneration" (2). The 

interartistic critic, I would argue, resiQs on the same soft ground as the figures in the 

text, 

The Double Hook has offered me an opportunity to explore this process of 

rnetaphonc generation in depth. tnterartiktic cornparisons of expressionism and 

minimalism with Watson's novel allowed me to participate in an imaginative 

engagement with the larger modernist project and the various ways modernist art& have 

grappled with cultural formation, i n d d  Watson's novel attests to the powers of 

modernist experimentation in both language and the visual arts. 
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